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Dealing with
mail spam on a
regular basis
Students have ways
lo prevent spam from
ovetwHeming, their
e-mail boxes | Page 3

Poverty not a
stranger to the
suburban areas
Level of poverty

Giving students a voice
ByK.llyD.y
Senior Reporter

forum time, a 15-minute period
which allows anyone to voice
their concerns to USG. Of those
three, two were simply promoting their organizations.
Whether
students
are
unaware of the opportunity,
don't have the time or lack faith
in the Student government,
many students are not voicing
their concerns to the students
who represent them,
Jeremy
Lehman,
list,
speaker, said many students
don't
approach
senators

The
purpose
of
the
Undergraduate
Student
Government is to be the voice
of the students, and while USG
senators strive to communicate with their constituents,
they are often the only ones
communicating.
In t he past semester (ink/three
students have come lo speak
during the Undergraduate
Student Government's open

because they haven't heard of
the organization.
"A lot of people don't understand who we are or what we
do," he said
At-I.arge Senator Johnnie
Lewis remembered sitting In
a class earlier this semester
while his classmate was discussing an article about USG
in The BG News. Lewis said
he was "crushed" when he
heard another classmate say,
AVhat's USG?"
Of the students who are

aware of USG. many choose
not to get involved in resolving campus issues.
EricCrumrlne, VISION president, said many students an
apathetic when it comes to
issues that affect themselves
and the University.
"I think there are a lot of students who don't really care," he
said. "They either don't have
time to care, or just don't."
Lewis said the disinterest of
See VOICE | Page 2

increases outside of city
limits, but hold steady
nation-wide | fcge 8

Remembering
the reason for
Christmas
Some people get into

Technology overload:
Should students pull the plug?

the Christmas spirit
but forget why they
celebrate it | Page 4

Falcon forward
Marschall lost
for four weeks
X-ray results were
positive for fractured
fool | Page 11

Women down
Indiana 82-47
at Anderson
The Falcoris executed
at both ends of the
court | Page 11
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By Christy Johnson
Reporter

Taco Bell chain
recalls scallions
from menu
Taco Bell recalled
the food from their
menu after over
three dozen people
became ill from E.

Eacebook updates, text message alerts, instant messages
and a ringing cell phone. Is it
all too much for the average
college student?
Laura l.engel, an associate professor in the School
of Communication Studies
and co-author of the book
"Computcr- Med iated
Communication:
Social
Interaction on the Internet,
puts into perspective some of
the detrimental effects that
multi-tasking communicative
tools may have on students.

"A study done by the
University of London, found
that the It) of those who allow
frequent e-mail interruptions
and multi-tasking temporarily
falls by 10 points. This is the
equivalent to pulling an allnighter and more than double
the U.) drop one would expect
to have after smoking marijuana.' l.engel said.
During finals week, it may he

beneficial to turn off these tools
that may lead to poor performances academically.
"There are so many interruptions provided by computer-mediated
communication, it's difficult to keep

your mind on task, especially
during busy times like finals
week, and the stress and
increase in activities before
the holiday season," she said.
Some students unplug these
tools of distraction lor good
to help simplify and balance
their lives.
Erick Evans, a junior early
childhood education major,
logged off of Facebook for
good last spring, and has
seen an Improvement in his
Stud) habits.
"I became conscious of
the time I was spending on

Bar owners
unhappy
over ban
By Kara Ohngren
Senior Reporter
l,ocal bar owners are unhappy.
Larlier this fall, 58 percent
of voters passed ballot Issue 5
which will ban smoking in all
"public places" and "places of
employment" beginning today
— this naturally includes bars.
Bob Lverhart, owner of Ziggy
Zoomba's Bar and Grill on East
Wooster Street, said he thinks
the new law is "stupid" and is
disappointed that voters adopted an issue that doesn't directly
affect them.
"If people don't want to be
around smoke, they shouldn't
come to my bar," Lverhart
said. "It's my business and I
want to run it the way I want
to, 1 don't think it's fair that
big government is getting in
the way of that."
I his is one of the toughest
ami smoking laws in the nation,
approved by voters, according
to an article in yesterday's issue
of The Los Angeles limes. It
makes Ohio the first state in the
Midwest to go smoke-free.
Both smokers and non-smokers at Buffalo Wild Wings on last
Wooster Street are disappointed
with the ban and expect a smok)
atmosphere when going to a bar.
said bartender Yzonne Le.
"I definitely think this law
will affect the amount of business we get here," Le said. "It's
interesting, since Bowling
Green is a smaller town,
there's not much else to do
but go to the bars, but people
wont go if they can't smoke."
Not only will this ban affect
business, it could raise a lot
more questions that will need to
be answered soon.
Nick Duennes. a "hea\ y smoker ". disagrees with this ban and
also speculates about the problems that could possibly exist.
"All venues are either going to
have to do something about reentry or deal with people breaking the law and smoking there,"
Duennes said.
I he bars will now be required
to post "No Smoking" signs
with the telephone number for
reporting smoking violations,
according to an article in yesterday's issue of the limes of the
Greater Dayton area. They will
also be required to remove ashtrays from their vicinities.
The Ohio Department of
Health plans to inform all busi-

See TECH | Page 2
See SMOKING! Page 2

coli | Page 13

Girls' brains
develop faster
According to a
neuroscientist girls brains
develop faster than

Manhunt for injured Jeep,
thief continues

Professor charged for selling grades for money
By Adam Goldman
The Associated Press

boys'brains | Page 13

charges, and he's
By Lisa Halvarstadt
City News Editor

Do you like the MTV
Channel?

ADAM DITZI& Senior.
Criminal Justice
1 like watching TRL
in my pajamas."
|Page4
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TODAY
Snow Showers/ Wind
High: 23. Low: 16

It

I

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny

"He denies the

t )ne maii's joy ride in a stolen
suv was cut short Tuesday
night.
Police are looking for a man
who drove away in a Jeep
Cherokee Sport parked in
front of Pagliai's Piz.z.a at 945
S. Main St. and then rolled
it over less than half a mile
away on Napoleon Road at
about 8:45 p.m.
Seconds after the crash, he
managed to get out of the
stolen SUV and flee the scene
with the help of two witnesses who were unaware of the
situation.
According to police reports,
the witnesses helped him and
watched him limp away, bleeding and cursing.
"He obviously had interest in
getting away from the vehicle,"
It. Brad Billcrsaid.
Bowling Green police first
learned of the incident when
they got a call about an accident at 214 Napoleon Road.
When they arrived, no one

was In the SUV, and there was
a large hole in the windshield.
Minutes later, BGPD dispatch
ers got a transfer call from
University police. A caller said
he'd left his Jeep running outside Pagliai's and returned to
find it was gone.
The description of his SUV
matched the one involved in
the accident. The vehicle was
towed and held for evidence.
Although police initially had
asuspect, they made no arrests
after further investigation.
The department is unable to
comment on other details at
the scene, Billcr said.
He said officers will continue to investigate the case and
provide extra patrol In the area
where the crash occurred.
Witnesses described the
map as between 5-foot-7 and
5-foot-9 inches with black hair
and a goatee. At the time of
the incident, he was wearing a
dark orange down vest.
Police ask that anyone
with information contact the
Bowling Green Police Division
at (419) 352-2571 or Crime
Stoppers at (419)352-0077.

NEW YORK—A computer science lab instructor tit a community college changed students' grades for cash and wine
and told a student to lie before
a grand jury in an attempt lo
cover up his lucrative scheme.
prosecutors said.
Klvin Escano was charged
with grand larceny, falsifying
business records, computer
tampering and forgery. Queens
District
Attorney
Richard
Brown said.
Escano, 46, was arrested yesterday tifter a six-month investigation. He was arraigned
and was being held in lieu of
S 100,000 bail.
In a statement, Brown said
Escano used his position
over a 29-month period as an
instructor and lab technician at
LaGuardia Community College
to inflate student grades for
cou rsesand exams. Incxchange
for better grades, students gave
him cash payments ranging
from $200 to $2,500 or items
such as wine ahd alcohol.
Authorities allege Escano
tampered
with
computer
records in LaGuardla's regis-

looking forward to
going to court and
clearing his name."
Paul F'anzese | Escano's Lawyer
11 ,u s office to reflect the higher
grades. The indictment also
accused Escano of recruiting
students to promote his scheme
and generate more business for
him. sometimes paying them
with grade changes.
In September. Brown said,
Escano advised a student who
had received a subpoena to testify before a grand jury to say
she didn't know anything.
Brown said Escano "violated his own professional
ethics" and "destroyed the
public's trust and confidence
in the school."
Escano's lawyer said his client is innocent.
"He denies the charges, and
he's looking forward to going to
court and clearing his name,"
attorney Paul Eranzese said.
If convicted, Escano could

race as many as seven years
In prison.
He has been on paid sabbatical leave from LaGuardia
since September.
LaGuardia is a college in
the borough of Queens that is
part of the City University of
New York and has more than
14,000 students.
An audit of school records
conducted by CUNY officials
triggered the investigation
when it disclosed discrepancies between registrar
records and grades posted by
course instructors.

BGSU'S POLICY
BRIBERY/THREATS:
Defined as offering a bribe or
making a threat or coercion
related to a grade or an
academic exercise.
In addition to action taken by
University officials for violations
of the Academic Honesty Policy,
violators may be subject to legal
action in a court of competent
jurisdiction.
Information taken from the Code
of Academic Conduct

High: 27. Low: 21
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From Paqe 1
Facebook and fell thai
without a Facebook profile
I would better utilize my
time" he said.
He's not alone in his pursuit of electronic simplification.
Many students shut off
Facebook and sign off of
instant messenger so they
are less distracted by multiple conversations and tasks
at once.
lunior
David
Hotler
slopped using instant messenger during this semester
so he could focus more on
getting papers and projects
done.
"When I'm trying to gel a
paper done and there's not
a distraction, that in turn
makes my life less stressful,"
Hotler said.
lennifer Koch, a pre-doctoral psychology intern at the
BT.SU Counseling Center,
said she could not give hard
numbers on how many students they have seen directly
affected by this trend, but
did agree that if any of these
elements are taking over
study time or are leading to
M i ess, students should consider unplugging.
• "In general at the counseling center, we see kids whose
lives are out of balance,"
she said. "If turning off cell
phones, instant messenger and Facebook will help
restore that balance, then we
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Gates voted
in as defense
secretary
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By Ann* Plumm«r Flah«rty
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The Senate
voted overwhelmingly yesterday to confirm Robert Gates
as defense secretary, with
Democrats and Republicans
port raving him as the man who
will help overhaul President
Bush's Iraq policies.
The 95-2 vole was a victory
for Bush, who named Gales to
replace Donald H. Rumsfeld at
the Pentagon on Nov. 8, a day
after voters gave Democrats
control of Congress for next
year.
Even so, much of Gates' support stemmed from his pledges
to consider new options in Iraq.
The vote coincided with the
release of an independent study
lambasting Bush's approach to
the war, increasing pressure
on the While House lo change
course.
"I am confident that his leadership and capabilities will help
our country meet its current

military challenges and prepare
for emerging threats of the 21st
century." Bush said in a state
menl after the Senate vote.
He said Gates had shown
during his confirmation hearing this week before I lie Senate
Armed Services Committee thai

would suggest doing so."
Another avenue of simplification that may seem life
threatening to many students is opting not to have a
cell phone, like junior Sean
Morrissey.
One of the perks of not
owning a cell phone is the
ability to not be reached at
all times of the day. he said.
In addition to lessening
stress and distractions, losing these electronic tools of
communication can lead to
more face-to-face interaction, which some students
like Evans and Morrissey
find is a major plus.
"I feel as though people
may he missing out by having Facebook, because
instead of meeting people in
real life situations they read
abut people on Facebook
and could decide based on
a profile whether or not they
like someone," F.vans said.
Morrissey agrees.
"Not having a cell phone
makes me use human contact more often, which I find
is rewarding," he said.
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VOICE
From I
students may root from (he gen
eral structure of political Institutions, which needs to change
before students will become
interested in government.
We need to make a societal
, flange to make government
more interesting," he said.
Hut to some students, like
senior William Scroggins. it's not
the boring nature of government
organizations, but a belief that

campus issues that do not require
legislation, such as getting wireless Internet into more buildings
on campus.
The senators encourage students to present any concerns
they may have to USG meml>crs.
Students can voice their opinions
by emailing senators, putting a
note in the USG suggestion box
outside of their office in room 404
of the Union, or by speaking during open forum at one of the
general assembly meetings.

TO CONTACT USG:

legislative government, including
USG, is generally ineffective.
"It's just like real government,"
he said. "They're going to split
and never accomplish anything"
lint Lehman said DSC can help
students get results in other ways

besides passing legislation.
"A lot of us. especially the ones

who have been in here for a while,
have networks with the administrators," he said
Lehman said USG senators
have been actively involved in

!

■ Access the USG Web site
through www.bgsu.edu, and
view the "Who's Who" page
to e-mail a senator
■ Go to the USG office, 404
Union, and put a note in the
suggestion box or talk to a
senator in the office
■ Notify USG that you'd like
to speak at their next open
forum, Jan. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
308 Union

he is "an experienced, qualified,
and thoughtful man who is well
respected by members of both
parties and is committed to
winning the war on terror."
TWO Bush allies. Sens. Rick
Sanlorum. R-Pa„ and lim
Bunning. R-Ky., veiled against

Gates, citing his criticism of the

Chris Dodd of Connecticut

war and his view that the II s
should engage Iran as part of a
solution.
"Mr. Gates has repeatedly
criticized our efforts in Iraq and
Afghanistan without providing any viable solutions to the
problems our troops currently
lace.'' Bunning said. "We need
a secretary of defense to think
forward with solutions and not
backward on history we cannot
change."
The While House said Gates
would be sworn in Dec. IK.
Explaining the delay, spokes
woman Dana I'erino said Gates
had commitments he had to
fulfill at Texas A&M University;
where he is the president.

The Clinton team has
added several lop staff members, Karen Hicks, a veteran
field organizer who scr\rd

SMOKING"

as New Hampshire director

From Page 1

lESSf W»B0

Cheering on the team the Falcon way
BRINGING THE SUPPORT;f ans show then support towards the Women's basketball team Wednesday night against Indiana

Many speculate, Clinton still
quiet about her candidacy
By Belli Fouhy
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON

Sen.

I Milan Rodham Clinton has
made several key Staff hires
for her likely president lal hid
and in her mil reach to New
York Democrats convinced
at leasi one she soon would

becomes candidate.
"I don't think she ever
outright said it, but there's
no doubt in my mind that
she's going to run,'' said Hep,
loseph Crowley, who spoke
with Clinton on Monday.
"It was a very exciting and
exhilarating conversation.
I don't know how often it
happens in a lifetime when
someone calls you up and
says. I want you to know I'm
doing this and I want your
support."
i he Mew Yoik senator,
who tops every national poll
of likely Democratic candidates, had tried to keep private many of her overtures
to supporters and new staff.
The deliberations have started to become more public in
the last week as the field of
likely contenders has begun
to expand.
In head-to-head match-

Iki

Hillary
Clinton
Sen. from New
York, possibility for
presidential bid

ups against a leading potential GOP opponent, Sen. lohn
McCain, Clinton runs even
With the Arizona senator or
slightly behind him.
Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack
declared his candidacy last
week, and Indiana Sen. Evan
Baytl said Sunday he was
forming a presidential exploratory committee.
Illinois Sen. Barack Obama
has attracted tremendous
publicity around a possible
run, vaulting to second place
behind Clinton in many polls
even though he is relative!)
new to the national political
scene.

Obama's emergence as a
potential contender has led
some observers to suspect
Clinton has stepped up her
timetable for making a decision about a run. Her aides
dismiss that notion, saying
she is observing the timetable
she has long planned.
Other likely candidates
include 2004 nominee Sen.
lohn Kerry; his vice presidential running male, former
North Carolina Sen. lohn
Ldwards; New Mexico Gov.
Mill Richardson; and Sens,
lusrph Biden of Delaware and

for Howard Dean's upstart
2004 campaign, will come
aboard as Clinton's national
field director. Phil Singer,
a veteran of Kerry's presidential campaign who most
recently was spokesman for
the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee, will
join the "communications
team.
"I'm going to do everything
I can to help her if she decides
to run. Hopefully, she'll make
a decision soon," Singer said.
The campaign has also
signed a national finance
director, veteran Democratic
fundraiser Jonathan Main/..
The staff additions came
as Clinton spoke to several members of New York's
Congressional
delegation
about a possible presidential
run. a process she began early
last week. She also contacted Andrew Cuomo, the stale
attorney general-elect and son
of former New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo.
Clinton easily won re-election to the Senate last month.
Throughout thai campaign,
she vowed she would not
begin exploring a run for her
parly's presidential nomination until the midterm elections were over.

tm

Management Inc.

nesses of the law, create a Web
site explaining the law and form
a hotline for anonymous complaints.
T don't care about the library,
the courthouse or any other
government-funded building
— I only care about running
my bar and no one else should."
Everhart said.
Additionally, in light of the
new law, the campus community will also see new "No
Smoking" signs posted on
building entrances, according
lo a University press release.
The new law requires that the
University utilize a specific
sign formal and font and post a
phone numberforreportingviolalions to the Ohio Department
of Health.
Rules pertaining to exactly
how far smokers must stay away
from building entrances will be
developed over the next three to
six months.
Once the rules are formalized
and distributed, the University
will move all smoking urns lo
the appointed distance away
from buildings, the release
said.
Copy editors Matt Manning
and Rachel Shirk contributed to
this article.

1045 IS. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
• Renting for 2007-2008

• www.meccabg.com
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Video device found in bathroom

Students have different
techniques to filter spam
By Kourtncy
ourln.y Jason
J.ton

-

U WIRE

CHICO,

Calif.

—

Students and staff at
('ill State Chico are
being grossed oul by
spam. Not the Fake
ham kind, but the lake
e-mail kind.
Sophomore
Brian
Burke receives about
five spam messages a
day, and lie noticed an
increase in spam in his
Inbox this semester.
"It
is
definitely
frustrating to have
to delete those every
day," Hurkesaid.
Burke has his Wildcat
Mail forwarded to a per
sonal account, and spam from
the Chico Stale system doesn't
get filtered inn from his other
e-mail. He is able to unsubscribe himself from some ol
the spam lists, but he hasn't
found a way to stop getting
spam messages sent to his

Wililc;u Mail address.
Spam is not being caught
because spammers know what

new filters look for and can work
around them, said lerrj Ringel,
director of computing and user
support services,
I lie university added eight
spam-filtering servers to the
existing e-mail servers in

KENT, Ohio (API - A female
student found a small video
camera hidden in a women's

address

so

November,

but

they are not catching spam,
he said.
"One person's spam could
be ,11101 her pel-.oil's good
mail," he said.
The universlt] converted six
servers and spent (15,000 on
two more to leinpurarih help

process the peak load ol mail,
Ringel said.
I he servers are learning what
people consider In lie spam and
are searching for lhose things
su thai spam gels seiil to the
junk Inkier, he said.
One reason spam invades

inboxes is thai people type
their

e-mail

addresses

into

of (acuity and administrators from the

57th Annual Faculty and
Staff Exhibition

College of Musical Arts, the School of

An opportunity to appreciate the efforts

Creative Writing. Dance, etc whose col-

Adrianne DeVille. Art
Honors Project

of some of their

lective vision is to utilize the arts resources

tins exhibition piesems woik in a wide

of Bowling Green State University to

College of Musical Arts. Green

range of media by current and emeiiti

attract quality students, new communi

Room

faculty and current slaff members of the

ties and resources to our campus, and to

School of An
Fine Arts Center. Dorothy Uber

eniich the campus residential learning

Bryan Gallery

bers of the Arts Roundtable are dedicated
to achieving these campus goals through

A Big Gift for a Special

Someone
Idke the holidays home Shop at Chily's
and Temptations for unique and fun

Alternative Holiday

holiday gih>
Chily's and Temptations

Shopping Fair

Ait. the departments of Theatre and Fitm.

experience through the arts The mem-

BG24 News

Irade. organic, and unique holiday gifts

Watch Wood County's live, local news

Have Too Much Money on
Your Card?

and support local businesses, arlisls. and

every Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday

organizations This (air features gifts horn

at 5:30 p.m. on cable channel 6' Get

Ask any managei foi details on bull

People Called Women. Ten Thousand

local, national, and international news,

oideis! Orders aie taken no later lhan

Villages. Squeakers Cafe and other

weather, and sports live from West Hall
on the campus of Bowling Green State

Monday. Dec. II. and available for pick-up

merchants and is cosponsoied by the

■

Newman Club.

no latei lhan Wednesday. December 13.

:

p.m
40th Annual Competitions
in Music Performance
This is a call foi undergtaduate prelimi-

mill COLLINS,! olo,

Nick)

Hinkley pulls up her blue jeans
let; lo reveal short prickly hairs

hairs thai have been growing
aboul 25 days longei lhan they
usually would in a given period
of time.
Tim love, a classmate and
friend of I linkley. says. "Damn!"
Then, pulling up his pants
leu and displaying fai furrier
shanks, he says. "I've still got
vou heal, though."
Its ouK fail in mention thai
,is,i man. Love has never shaved
his legs, while llinkley normally
shaves relative!) often.
She hasni shaved her legs in
a month,
"file Gist Iwo weeks were nol
eas) " she says, laughing and
putting her pants leg bark down
around her shoe.
llinkley and Love are students
in Ihe Colorado Stale University
Student
\ffairs
in
Higher
Education (SAHE
program.
Along with oilier students in (he
program, they participated in
No Shave November
a benefit
for! rossroadsSafehouse.
I lie men call not shaving their
faces "fat ialhaii with focus," and
the women who dont shave their
legs rail il "legs lor line.

1

University

Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative Exhibition

7:30 p.m.
Visiting Writers Series:
BFA Readings

Fine Arts Center. Willard
Wank el man Gallery

BFA readings feature works by Brian
Carlson. Julie Foil. Allison Scott and
Laura Zawistowski and are free and 0|)en

nary auditions.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Arts Roundtable meeting

KobackerHall

By Geoff Johnson
U-V.

STAYING SHAGGY FOR
THESPONSORS
Ryan Barone, the Men's Project
coordinator for the Department
ol Women's Programs and
Studies, sponsored SMII stu
dents in theirscrufflness.
Pan ol whai inspired Barone
is his interest in traditional gen
der roles. "Who is supposed to
shave, and who is not?"
On nol having hei new hail
growing oul in the open lot anyone and everyone to see, I linkles
says.'We (women i base to show

people we're not shaving."

Chily's, Temptations, and Kravings

to the public.
Prout Chapel

She adds. "We get a little more

harassment over it, too."
I'm supportive ol anyone
who's challenging rigid gender
roles." Barone adds.
Also, though. Barone sass the
fact that the money generated
by ihe s\ill students' fundraising is going to Crossroads was a
major facioi in his sponsorship

IUWLUVE IMArtAUHmillN J
332

SOUTH MAIN ST.

««.roniyofnc.)

500 students and is co-ed,
housing men and women on
alternate floors, l he ninth floor
houses women.
Campus police believe the
camera was capable of transmitting Images to a computer,
but whether any imam's wen
MIII. received or stored had not
been determined, said university, spokesman Ron kirksey.
The room where the camera
was found is a shared bathroom
that includes showers, hi1 said.

Students stop shaving to stop domestic violence

Cable Channel 6

BTSU.202B

2006

The camera, attached to
a balterv and small antenna, had been placed inside
a soap dispenser, said Dan
Fitzpatrick, assistanl chief of
campus police.
i he student found the device
Mondaj evening in a women's

more cooperative and coordinated action
BTSU

Join the Interfaith Justice and Peace
Center for an opportunity to shop foi fair

7:50,r.

lerday,

will

be directed
into the junk
folder. But this
isn'l always effective because
the same spam conies from different addresses
Ihe other option is to approve
only the contacts the user wants
to receive e-mail from, and
those messages will lie the i ml\
ones thai get through. However,
address books must be constantly updated, Ringel said.
Senior Dominique DiLuccia
has an e-mail account for personal use, and si hool-relaled
messages go to her Wildcat Mail
account, which she hasn't been
using as much ihis semester,
She received e-mail from the
university warning aboul spam
and usual) j deletesanyshegets,
she said.

Arts Roundtable is an infexmai association

legion,

bathroom in a Kern State dormitory, a polucnllli ill said i es-

ninth Hour restroom of Koonce
Hall, and residence hall slafl
i niii.ic nil police.
\'o other devices were found.
"Highi now. this appears to
bean Isolated Incident, and the
KM I Police are taking it seriously and investigating it I horoughk. Kent State spokesman Si on
Rainone said. "The university's
mam concern is for the safer)
and privacy of our students."
Koonce Hall, a 10-stor) residence hall, houses more lhan

mes

sages

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Police investigate camera discovered in Koonce Hall at Kent State

,„ , • .
. • .
Well siles, which may not keep
addresses confidential, Ringel
said. A spam message could
say someone needs to change a
bank account password using a
certain Web site. Bui when the
person dues, the spammer can
hijack the information.
Ringel recommends that students ereaie a second e-mail
account U use for sites thai ask
lor e-mail addresses.
Ringel said spam should he
blacklisted
by
ihose
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"It's been fun trying
to explain this to
other people. It's
clear I haven't
groomed for some
time."
i inr III three women will be
ihe victim of an attempted or
completed act oi domestic violence in her lifetime," he say s.
Crossroads is often full. Barone
says, despite ihe fact thai not
all victims of domestic violent e
report it.
its Important to have monej
and ihe capability to suppon
(women in need)," he said,
Amy Slaley graduated from
i si I in May with a bachelors
degiee in sin ial work and CUT
reiiily winks ai the sale Shelter
of St. Wain Valley, a Longmont,
Colo., domestic violence shelter,
as a women's advocate
She says during the holiday
season, its particular!) impoi
lain lot domestic violence shelters to receive donations.
"People are :in ihe shelter]
with next io nothing," Stale)
said. "Donations might help (a
shelter) get giiis tm people.'
Barone
agrees,
saying
l lossniads is essentially like any
othei nonprofit agency, in thai il
irlies completer) on donations
and granls.
"Its hugely important to theii
operating budget," he says.
" the) lend to need inonelary
suppori even more than volun
I eel help."

EXCUSE TO BE LAZY
No-Shave November, for most
people, is not generally associ
aled yvith any good causes
Stroking a frothy, full black
beard. Clint Gallowa) said. It's

an excuse to be lazy."
Galloway, a second yearSAHl
Student said he first heard of \'oShavc \nveinbei when his resident assistants participated.
It's never been an official
thing," he sad. "Its more like a
campus-cull type thing,"
lereniv Davis, also a sccond-

yeai student in the SAHE program sporting a full light brown
beard almost as long as the
hail alop his head, agreed with
Gallowa) on ihe origins ol No-

Shave November being "culdsh."
"I ols of people do it." he said.
"But there isn't really a cause
usually I associated with It"
Davis often found himself
explaining his appearance

over the ionise ol November,
he said
It's been fun trying to explain
this io other people." he said,
"Its i leai I havenl groomed for

sometime.'
liaising money by growing
fat ial hair is an odd concept foi
most people, he added
In the SAM system, Ihe set
ond year students challenged
the first-year students to see who
could raise the most money
"The losers are taking the winners oul to dinner," Gallowa)
said, "(ihe first-year students)
are getting unshed, unless they
win the loner) next week."
Love, who is a first-yeai stu
dent, says the contest isn't over.
"We may have a secret
weapon, but I don't think we
can beat the sei ond year stu
dents)," he said.
How down now," Galloway
who raised more than >r>o<) cm

liisuun.saidto I live.
Gallowa) said to gel so
much money he "blitzed"
ever) star) and faculty member he could find.
"People have been teall) sup
portive. he added.
Participants found sponsors
to pay them In the day or for
the whole month of November
nol in shave. II a participant
wanted to shave, he 01 she was
obligated to pay $10 oul ol his
or her own pocket
"One of Ihe (male secondyear SMII students) got paid
lo shave, his hair gol so long,"
Gallowa) said, laughing. "lie
didn't want lo."
"I might nol get tid of (this
beard now ihai November is
over,"' Galloway said, admitting, though, dial die facial
hair has its drawbacks.
"I cam sleep on my face anymore, lie said. I used lo sleep
on my stomach with my face on
ihe pillow, bin that's not comfortable iwith this beard)."

STOp M AND piCK up QUR

2007-2008 HOUSING BROCHURE
•over 400 apts.. houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
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Gates voted
in as defense
secretary
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»nt complex Three tires
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' bag reported stolen at an
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icense plate
ked lanes,
■cing arrested, police found
I 'jg that contained a
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a bag containing what officers
belie. i
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students may root from the general structure of political institutions, which needs to change
before students will become
interested in government.
"We need to make a societal
change to make government
more interesting," he said.
But to some students, like
senior William Scroggins, it's not
the boring nature of government
organizations, but a belief that
legislative government, including
USG. Is generally ineffective.
"It's just like real government,"
he said. "They're going to split
and never accomplish anything."
But Lehman said USG can help
students get results in other ways
besides passing legislation.
"A lot of us, especially the ones
who have been in here for a while,
have networks with the adminislrators,"hesaid.
Lehman said USG senators
have been actively involved in

Facebook and felt thai
without a Facebook profile
I would better utilize my
time" he said.
He's not alone in his pursuit of electronic simplification.
Many students shut off
Facebook and sign off of
instant messenger so they
are less distracted by multiple conversations and tasks
at once.
lunior David Ilotler
stopped using instant messenger during this semester
so he could focus more on
getting papers and projects
done.
"When I'm trying to get a
paper done and there's not
a distraction, that in turn
makes my life less stressful,"
Ilotler said.
Jennifer Koch, a pre-doctoral psychology intern at the
BGSU Counseling Center,
said she could not give hard
numbers on how many students they have seen directly
affected by this trend, but
did agree that if any of these
elements are taking over
study time or are leading to
stress, students should consider unplugging.
"In general at the counseling center, we see kids whose
lives are out of balance,"
she said. "If turning off cell
phones, instant messenger and Facebook will help
restore that balance, then we
would suggest doing so."
Another avenue of simplification that may seem life
threatening to many students is opting not to have a
cell phone, like junior Sean
Morrissey.
One of the perks of not
owning a cell phone is the
ability to not be reached at
all times of the day, he said.
In addition to lessening
stress and distractions, losing these electronic tools of
communication can lead to
more face-to-face interaction, which some students
like Evans and Morrissey
find is a major plus.
"1 feel as though people
may be missing out by having Facebook, because
instead of meeting people in
real life situations they read
abut people on Facebook
and could decide based on
a profile whether or not they
like someone." Evans said,
Morrissey agrees.
"Not having a cell phone
makes me use human contact more often, which I find
is rewarding," he said.

campus issues that do not require
legislation, such as getting wireless Internet into more buildings
on campus.
The senators encourage students to present any concerns
they may have to USG members.
Students can voice their opinions
by e-mailing senators, putting a
note in the USG suggestion box
outside of their office in room 404
of the Union, or by speaking during open forum at one of the
general assembly meetings.

TO CONTACT USG:
■ Access the USG Web site
through www.bgsu.edu. and
view the "Who's Who" page
to e-mail a senator
■ Go to the USG office, 404
Union, and put a note in the
suggestion box or talk to a
senator in the office
■ Notify USG that you'd like
to speak at their next open
forum, Jan. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
308 Union

By Ann* Plummcr Flaherty
The Associated Press

JESSE WARD

Cheering on the team the Falcon way
BRINGING THE SUPPORT: -jns show then support towards the Women's basketball team Wednesday night against Indiana

Many speculate, Clinton stil
quiet about her candidacy
By Beth Fouhy
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton has
made several kej staff hires
for her likely presidential bid
and in her outreach to New
York Democrats convinced
at least one she soon would
become a candidate.
"I don't think she ever
outright said it, but there's
no doubt in my mind that
she's going to run," said Rep.
loseph Crowley, who spoke
with Clinton on Monday.
"It was a very exciting and
exhilarating conversation.
I don't know how often it
happens in a lifetime when
someone calls you up and
says, T want you to know I'm
doing this and I want your
support.'"
The New York senator,
who tops every national poll
of likely Democratic candidates, had tried to keep private many of her overtures
to supporters and new staff.
The deliberations have started to become more public in
the last week as the field of
likely contenders has begun
to expand.
In head-to-head match-

P

Hillary
Clinton
Sen. from New
York, possibility for
presidential bid

tips against a leading potential GOP opponent, Sen. John
McCain, Clinton runs even
with the Arizona senator or
slightly behind him.
Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack
declared his candidacy last
week, and Indiana Sen. Evan
Bayh said Sunday he was
forming a presidential exploratory committee.
Illinois Sen. Barack Obama
has attracted tremendous
publicity around a possible
run, vaulting to second place
behind Clinton In many polls
even though he is relatively
new to the national political
scene.
Obama's emergence as a
potential contender has led
some observers to suspect
Clinton has stepped up her
timetable for making a decision about a run. Her aides
dismiss that notion, saying
she is observing the timetable
she has long planned.
Other likely candidates
include 2004 nominee Sen.
John Kerry; his vice presidential running mate, former
North Carolina Sen. John
Edwards; New Mexico Gov.
Bill Richardson; and Sens,
loseph Biden of Delaware and

Chris Dodd of Connecticut.
The Clinton team has
added several top staff members. Karen Hicks, a veteran
field organizer who served
as New Hampshire director
for Howard Dean's upstart
2004 campaign, will come
aboard as Clinton's national
field director. Phil Singer,
a veteran of Kerry's presidential campaign who most
recently was spokesman for
the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee, will
join the communications
team.
"I'm going to do everything
I can to help her if she decides
to run. Hopefully, she'll make
a decision soon," Singer said.
The campaign has also
signed a national finance
director, veteran Democratic
fundraiser Jonathan Mantz.
The staff additions came
as Clinton spoke to several members of New York's
Congressional delegation
about a possible presidential
run, a process she began early
last week. She also contacted Andrew Cuomo, the state
attorney general-elect and son
of former NewYorkGov. Mario
Cuomo.
Clinton easily won re-election to the Senate last month.
Throughout that campaign,
she vowed she would not
begin exploring a run for her
party's presidential nomination until the midterm elections were over.

jia

Management Inc.

WASHINGTON — The Senate
voted overwhelmingly yesterday to confirm Robert Gates
as defense secretary, with
Democrats and Republicans
portraying him as the man who
will help overhaul President
Bush's Iraq policies.
The 95-2 vote was a victory
for Bush, who named Gates to
replace Donald II. Rumsfeld at
the Pentagon on Nov. 8, a day
after voters gave Democrats
control of Congress for next
year.
Even so, much of Gates' support stemmed from his pledges
to consider new options in Iraq.
The vote coincided with the
release of an independent study
lambasting Bush's approach to
the war, increasing pressure
on the White House to change
course.
"I am confident that his leadership and capabilities will help
our country meet its current
military challcngesand prepare
for emerging threats of the 21st
century," Bush said in a statement after the Senate vote.
He said Gates had shown
during his confirmation hearing this week before the Senate
Armed ServicesCommitteethat
he is "an experienced, qualified,
and thoughtful man who is well
respected by members of both
parties and is committed to
winning the war on terror."
1\vo Bush allies, Sens. Rick
Santorum, R-Pa., and Jim
Bunning, R-Ky.. voted against
Gates, citing his criticism of the
war and his view that the U.S.
should engage Iran as part of a
solution.
"Mr. Gates has repeatedly
criticized our efforts in Iraq and
Afghanistan without providing any viable solutions to the
problems our troops currently
face," Bunning said. "We need
a secretary of defense to think
forward with solutions and not
backward on history we cannot
change."
The White House said Gates
would be sworn in Dec. 18.
Explaining the delay, spokeswoman Dana Perino said Gates
had commitments he had to
fulfill at Texas A&M University,
where he is the president.

SMOKING
From Page I

nesses of the law, create a Web
site explaining the lawand form
a hotline for anonymous complaints.
"I don't care about the library,
the courthouse or any other
government-funded building
— I only care about running
my bar and no one else should,"
Everhart said.
Additionally, in light of the
new law, the campus community will also see new "No
Smoking" signs posted on
building entrances, according
to a University press release.
The new law requires that the
University utilize a specific
sign format and font and post a
phonenumbcrforreportingviolations to the Ohio Department
of Health.
Rules pertaining to exactly
how far smokers must stay away
from building entrances will be
developed over the next three to
six months.
Once the rules are formalized
and distributed, the University
will move all smoking urns to
the appointed distance away
from buildings, the release
said.
Copy editors Matt Manning
and Rachel Shirk contributed to
this article.

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
• Renting for 2007-2008
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Students have different
techniques to filter spam
By Kourtn«y Jaion

U WIRE
CHICO,
Calif.
Scudents and staff at
Cal State Chico are
being grossed out by
spam. Not the fake
ham kind, but the fake
e-mail kind.
Sophomore
Brian
Burke receives about
five spam messages a
day, and he noticed an
increase In spam in his
inbox this semester.
"It is definitely
frustrating to have
to delete those every
day," Burke said.
Burke has his Wildcat
Mail forwarded to a personal account, and spam from
the Chico State system doesn't
get filtered out from his other
e-mail. He is able to unsubscribe himself from some of
the spam lists, but he hasn't
found a way to stop getting
spam messages sent to his
Wildcat Mail address.
Spam is not being caught
because spammers know what
new filters look for and can work
around them, said Jerry Ringel,
director of computing and user
support services.
The university added eight
spam-filtering servers to the
existing e-mail servers in

November, but
they are not catching spam,
he said.
"One person's spam could
be another person's good
mail," he said.
The university converted six
servers and spent S 15.000 on
two more to temporarily help
process the peak load of mail,
Rlngel said.
I lie servers are learning what
people consider to be spam and
are searching tor those things
so that spam gets sent to the

junk folder, he said.
One reason spam invades
inboxes is that people type
their e-mail addresses into

Web sites, which may not keep
addresses confidential, Ringel
said. A spam message could
say someone needs to change a
bank account password using a
certain Web site. But when the
person does, the spammer can
hijack the information.
Ringel recommends that students create a second e-mail
account to use for sites that ask
for e-mail addresses.
Ringel said spam should be
blacklisted
by
address
so
those messages
will
be directed
into the junk
folder. But this
isn't always effective because
the same spam comes from different addresses.
The ot her opt ion is to approve
only the contacts the user wants
to receive e-mail from, and
those messages will he the only
ones that get through. I lowever,
address books must be constantly updated, Ringel said.
Senior Dpminique DiLuccia
has an e-mail account for personal use, and school-related
messages go to her Wildcat Mail
account, which she hasn't been
using as much this semester.
She received e-mail from the
university warning about spam
and usually deletes any she gets,
she said.
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Video device found in bathroom
Police investigate camera discovered in Koonce Hall at Kent State
KENT, Ohio (AP) — A female
student found a small video
camera hidden in a women's
bathroom in a Kent State dormitory, a police official said yesterday.
The camera, attached to
a battery and small antenna, had been placed inside
a soap dispenser, said Dan
I'ilzpatrick, assistant chief of
campus police.
The student found the device
Monday evening in a women's

By Geoff Johnson
U-WIRE

FORT COLLINS, Cob.—Nicky
I linkley pulls up her blue-jeans
leg to reveal short prickly hairs

— hairs that nave been growing
about 25 days longer than they
usually would in a given period
of time.
Tim Love, a classmate and
friend of I linkley. says, "Damn!"
Then, pulling up his pants
leg and displaying far furrier
shanks, he says, "I've still got
you beat, though."
It's only fair to mention that
as a man, Love has nevet shaved
his legs, while I linkley normally
shaves relatively often.
She hasn't shaved her legs in
a month.
"The first two weeks were not
easy," she says, laughing and
putting IHT pants leg back down

Arts Roundtable is an informal association

around her shoe

of faculty and administrators from the

All Day
Adrianne DeVille. Art
Honors Project

An opportunity to appreciate the efforts

Creative Writing. Dance, etc. whose collective vision is to utilize the arts resources

College of Musical Arts. Green

range of media by current and emeriti

attract quality students, new communi-

Room

faculty and current staff members of the

ties and resources to our campus, and to
enrich the campus residential learning

I linkley and 1 <>vc arc students
in the Colorado State llniversit)
Student Affairs
In
Higher
Education (SAHE) program.
Along with oilier students in the
program, they participated in
No-Shave November—a benefit
for Crossroads Safeln ruse.
The men call not shaving their
faces "facial hair with focus." and
the women who dorit shave their
legs call it "legs for love."

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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of some of the finest artists in this region,
this exhibition presents work in a wide

7:50 a.m. - 9 p.m
A Big Gift for a Special
Someone
Take the holidays home. ShopatChilys
and Temptations for unique and lun
holiday gifts
Chily's and Temptations

School of Art
Fine Arts Center. Dorothy Uber

Oa.m
Alternative Holiday
Join the Inlerfaith Justice and Peace
Center for an opportunity to shop for fair

Ask any manager for details on bulk

People Called Women. Ten Thousand

orders! Orders ae taken no later than
Monday. Dec II, and available for pick-up

Villages. Squeakers Cafe and other
merchants and is co-sponsored by the

no later than Wednesday. December 13.

Catholic Newman Club.

2006.

BTSU.202B

This is a call for undergraduate prelimi-

and support local businesses, artists, and
organizations This fair features gifts from

experience through the arts. The mem-

more cooperative and coordinated action.
BTSU
■

BG24News
Watch Wood County's live, local news
every Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday
at 5:50 prn on cable channel 6! Get
local, national, and international news,
weather, and sports live from West Hall
on the campus of Bowling Green State
University'
Cable Channel 6

10 a.m - 4 p.m.
Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative Exhibition

7:30 p.m.
Visiting Writers Series:
BFA Readings

Fine Arts Center. Willard

BFA readings feature works by Brian

Wankelman Gallery

Carlson. Julie Fort. Allison Scott and
Laura Zawistowski and are free and open

nary auditions.

to the public.

Moore Musical Arts Center.

Arts Roundtable meeting

KobacktrHall

of Bowling Green Slate University to

Shopping Fair

trade, organic, and unique holiday gifts

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
40th Annual Competitions
in Music Performance

Art. the departments of Theatre and Film.

bers of the Arts Roundtable are dedicated
to achieving these campus goals through

Bryan Gallery

7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Have Too Much Money on
Your Card?

Chily's, Temptations, and Kravings

College ol Musical Arts, rhe School of

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. («„<».» <>«»)
(419) 352-5620
www.newloverental^.com

Prout Chapel

and privacy of our students."
koonce Hall, a 10-story residence hall, houses more than

500 students and is co-ed,
housing men and women on
alternate floors. The ninth floor
houses women.
Campus police believe the
camera was capable of transmuting images to a computer,
but whether any images were
sent, received or stored had not
been determined, said universit\ spokesman Ron Kirksey.
The room where the camera
was found is a shared bathroom
that includes showers, he said.

Students stop shaving to stop domestic violence

10 am - 4 p.m.
57th Annual Faculty and
Staff Exhibition

GET A LIFE

ninth floor restroom of Koonce
Hall, and residence hall staff
contacted police.
No other devices were fou nd.
"Right now, this appears to
be an isolated incident, and the
KSU Police are taking it seriously and investigating it thoroughly," Kent State spokesman Scott
Rainone said. "1 he university's
main concern is for the safety

STAYING SHAGGY FOR
THESPONSORS
Ryan Barone, the Men's Project
coordinator for the I )epartmenl
of Women's Programs and
Studies, sponsored SAM stu
dents in their scniffiness.
Part of what inspired Barone
is his interest in traditional gen
der roles. "Who is supposed to
shave, and who is not?"
On not having her new hair
growing out in the open for anyone and everyone to see, 1 linkley
says, "We (women) have to show
pel iple we're not shaving."
She adds, "We get a little more
harassment over it. too."
"I'm supportive of anyone
who's challenging rigid gender
roles," Barone adds.

Also, though, Barone says the
fact that the money generated
by the SA1II- students' fundraising is going to Crossroads was a
major factor in his sponsorship,

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.

"It's been fun trying
to explain this to
other people. It's
clear I haven't
groomed for some
time."
Javis | SAHE stud
"One in three women will be
the victim of an attempted or
completed act ol domestic violence In her lifetime," he says.
Crossroads is often full, Barone
says, despite the fact thai not
all victims oi domestic violence
report it.
"It's important to have money
and the capability to support
(women in need)," he said.
Amy Staley graduated from
(51) in May with a bachelor's
degree in social work and currently works at thp Safe Shelter
of St. V'rain valley, a Longmont,
Colo., domestic violence shelter,
as a women's advocate.
She says liming the holiday
season, it's particular!) important for domestic violence shelters to receive donations.
"People are I in the shelter)
uilh nod to nothing." Staley
said. "Donations might help la
shelter) get gifts for people."

Barone
agrees,
saying
Crossroads is csscnti.-.illv like any
other nonprofit agency, in that it
relies completely on donations
and grants.
"Its hugely important to their
operating budget," he says.
ilu'\ lend in need monetary
support even more than volunteer help"

•EXCUSE TO BE LAZY
No-Shave November, for most
people, is not generally associaied with any good causes.
Slinking a frothy, full black
beard, Clint Galloway said, "It's
an excuse to be lazy."
Galloway, a second-year sA111
Student said he first heard of NoShave November when in- tesi
dent assistants participated
"It's never been an official
thing," he said. "It's more like a
campus-cult type thing."
leremv Dam also a second.

year student in the SAHE program sporting a full light brown
beard almost as long as the
hair atop his head, agreed with
Galloway on the origins of NoShave November being coltish."
"Lots of people do it," he said.
"Hut there isn't really a cause
(usually! associated with it."
Davis often found himself
explaining his appearance
ovei tlic course of November,
he said.
"Its been fun trying to explain
(his to other people." he said.
"It's clear I haven't groomed for
some time."
"liaising money by growing
facial hair is an odd concept for
most people.-' he added.

In the SAHE system, the second ■year students challenged
ihe first-year students to see who
could raise the most money.
"Ihe losers are taking the winners out to dinner," Galloway
said. "(The first-year students)
are getting crushed, unless they

win the lottery next week."
Love, who is a first-year stuileni. says the contest isn't over.
"We may have a secret
weapon, but I don't think we
can heal (the second-year students)," he said.
"Bow- down now." Gallon ay.
who raised more than S500 on
his own, said to I live
Galloway said to get so
much money he "blitzed"
every staff and faculty member he could find.
"People have been really supportive," he added.
Participants found sponsors
to pay them by the day or for
the whole month of November
not to slum'. If a participant
wauled lo sli.ne. he or she was
obligated to pay $10 out of his
or her own pocket
"One nl the i male secondyear SAHE students) got paid
to shave, his hair got so long,"
Galloway said, laughing. "He
didn't want to."
"I might not get rid of (this
beard now that November is
over)." Galloway said, admitting, though, that the facial
hair has its drawbacks,
"I can't sleep on my face anymore," he said. "I used to sleep
on my stomach with my face on
the pillow, but that's not comfortable (with this beard)."
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• pets allowed in some locations
• no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications

^^-•^.^-•^^•^"•^PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST! mu3**xCP<m^>^*3»mxi
Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

Spring Semester
Leases Available

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!
■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

• 2 Swimming Pools

• Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

■3 Laundromats

• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

WINT1IROP & SUMMIT TERRACE A]
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road
(419)352 9135
Email us: winthrop»gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am
. Saturday Hours: 10:00 am

5:00 pm
2:00 pm

OPINION

"It's lunchtime, and for those of you headed out to Taco Bell, be
careful of E. coli. Actually, eat the stuff, get sick, and then go get a tort
lawyer and get rich. It's the American way. - Radio commentator Rush
Limbaugh. speaking out against attorneys that engage in frivolous lawsuits
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Do you like the MTV channel?
"Yes. because it's

I love it because of

"Not really, because

funny and it puts on

Two-a-days.' the

I'm a country fan."

the biggest BS you'll

show."

f "MTV doesn't even

i*

show videos

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

anymore."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

ever see."
NICK KELLY.
Junior. Diatetics

NICK WARNER.
Senior. IPC

JIM PODOJIL. Senior
Sports Marketing

NICOLE KELLY.
Sophomore. Applied
Health Science

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnewsxom.

Reason for the season is lost
among void of materialism
M KHISTEM VASAS
^OPINION COLUMNIST

I lello. My name is Kristm Vasas
and I'm addicted to Christmas.
Yes, I'll admit it. I'm the girl
on your floor who decorates
her room from top to bottom in streamers and holiday
paraphernalia.
Miniature Christmas tree?
Check.
Holiday Ciiirland? I\i-got it.
ftiinsettias? You betcha
1 even have a stuffed Santa
Claus and snowmen pillows
adorning the futon. luckily for me,
my roommate is just as obsessed
as lain.
As it turns out, wen' not the
only ones. According to www.holidays.net. Christmas is tile most
celebrated holiday in the world.
Cities around the world put
on parades and hold s|>ecial
ceremonies just to put up giant
< Jirislmas trees that tower over
metropolis squares. Santa Claus
conns to visit the mall, where for
a small fee, children can sit and
take their picture with the holiday mascot. I louses are strung
up with multicolored lights and
stores are packed with people
full of hnlidav cheer and the

fie*** *ri-k <>a*tW*\*$
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Christmas shopping bug.
Hut should these images
n\ill\ represent the season of

Mi r'M *•»>.
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Christmas?
What most of us tend to forget
while we're wrapped up in the season of gift-giving and cheer, is that
Christmas is a religious holiday.
What started with the Christian
Church in the West has now
become tradition in countries
as diverse as Indochina, iapan,
Russia, China and I 11 nopi.i. In
main corners of lire world the celebration of Christmas has little at

["'.'.-.

all to do with the religious holiday,
and more to do with gift-giviiig
According to the Religious
Tolerance Weh site, even some of
the classic holiday traditions that
we celebrate today have absolutely nothing to do with the original
story of Christmas, which tells the
tale of the birth of lesus Christ,
whom Christians believe is the
Messiah and Savior of the worid
as well as the son of God. Some of
our common-day customs even
go so far as to mock the origins
they originally came from!
Take for example the common
ii i uige of Santa Claus. The image
we see now, of a rotund Santa with
a flowing beard, red fur garments
and black, shiny boots originated
with the work of political cartoonist Thomas Mast in 1863, according to St.Nicholas (enter.org.
I lowever, the "teal" Santa (laus
probably never wore red clothing
in his entire lifetime, as he was a
poor Christian leader living in the
4th century AD. in what we now
know as modem day Turkey.
St. Nicholas, or Santa (latlSj
as we rail him today, was a shy
man who wanted to give money
to the poor without them knowing it. According to vwwv.soon.
org, it's said that one day, Nicholas
climbed the roof of a house in
order to drop a purse of money
down the chimney. It happened to
land in a stocking which a girl had
hung to dry by the fire.
Although I love seeing images
ol jolly old St Nick just as much
as the next person, 1 have to
admit thai after hearing the origin of the red coated gift bearer,
I found the image to be somewhat insulting. Not only docs
it lake a prominent well known
Christian icon and turn him into
a cartoon mockery, but it leaves
out the actual story behind the
popular Christmas symbol.
And Santa isn't the only
Christmas icon with a hidden
Christian background; Christmas

trees fall into the same category.
Few, if any of my fellow
Christmas lovers are probably
aware that Dec 24 marics the
Christian feast of Adam and Eve,
the first two people created by
God who were excluded from
their heavenly paradise for eating fruit from a forbidden Bee,
according to the Bible
In earlier times, a play was put
on honoring the two fallen icons
It included an item deemed the
"Paradise tree,'' which was supposed to represent the forbidden
tree from which Adam and Eve
ate. The tree eventually made it
into villager's homes, where it was
decorated with apples, the forbidden fruit from die Bible story
and later on small white wafers
representing the Virgin Mary and
shapes of men, birds, roostcre,
I ii II is at id other animals that were
ait from brown dough.
Our dees today are filled with
multi-colored lights and meaningless decoratwl balLs, not to mention cartoon figurines and strings
of silvery tinsel that never seem
to go away, even months after
the holiday is over. I consider it a
Christmas miracle if one religious
ornament is actually seen hanging
on the decorated tree with the rest
of the insignificant paraphernalia.
Somewhere along the line, the
Christian meanings behind tills
religious holiday have I xen lost.
It has become a holiday of materialism, a day to celebrate a day
off school or work. The joy which
originally came from the story of
lesus has now been transplanted
to that of gift giving and mad
shopping sprees.
So this year, when you see those
gigantic, twinkling trees and spy
Santa patiently succumbing to
children on his lap, remember
that tills glorious holiday is called
"Clirist"mas for a reason.
Send comments to Knsten at
histev@bgsuedu

V has seriously lost touch with reality
a SARAH BARNES
OPINION COLUMNIST

MusicTelevision, most commonly referred to as MTV since
it started out as a music station
after aD, aired in 1981 with the hit,
"Video Killed the Radio Star," by
the Buggies.
Sadly, though, this station had
many great years of music videos
and shows that actually pertained
to music, and it all shot to hell
when reality killed the video stars.
The station had music shows
with dancers in the background in different cities,

acoustic performances from
the most popular artists, and
countdown shows such as
Total Request Live, in which
people actually were watching
performances and videos.
TR1. continues its pallletic existence, but rarely ever plays a video
the entire way through.
It has HoUywuod superstars
who aren't even involved in music
come to host the show.
And the entire audience looks
like they were hand picked from
an Abererombic and litch catalog. Normal-looking people just
don't exist in Ml V's world.
When the Real World aired on
this station, it focused on seven
strangers living in a house with
real problems and real drama
This was a major launch of

reality television for MTV viewers, and it actually did focus on
normal people, with music played

throughout the show
Today's Real World and Road
Rules include the most promiscuous party girls, the typical
fraternity boys with the perfect
pectoral muscles, the scantily
clad drama queens, some sort
of a minority to focus on for a
really dramatic episode and the
innocent cast member whose
sweet charm is doomed.
To make the shows even more
"realistic," the cast gets to live
in a mansion or travel to exotic
places, get all the booze and sex
that they can handle and get all
their dirty laundry aired to millions of Americans.
Music Television also has the

reality shows that focus on testing the waters to see if you want
to break-up with your significant
other, dating five people in one
day to try to find a significant
other or just a one-night-stand,
and spoiled sixteen-year-olds
humping each other in prom
dresses on their oh so sweet sixteenth birthday.
I still don't understand why they
continue to label this station with
music in the title, when music is
not the main focus anymore.
You can still catch music videos
between die sun almost coming
up. and the time you an getting
ready for class in the mornings.
I'm sure those who want to
see MTV for the actual few hours
of music videos they are playing
will be adjusting their schedules

to tune in. During the early
afternoon there are more reality
shows, all reruns, for anyone to
enjoy. What a shame for someone
to miss one single episode of
spoiled Lagttna Beach, California
teenagers "hooking-up" with each
other while wearing only the liest
designer clothing.
Reality stars seem to be getting
more attention on this station
than the actual musical artists
hoping to get their videos aired.
Award shows such as the Video
Music Awards, used to focus on
giving awards to musicians with
great music videos. The VMAs,
today, continue to give out awards
for the best music videos the MTV
viewers have probably never seen
on the station.
Somehow the focus has turned

to presenters such as washed-up
celebrities who have somehow
made a comeback, the most
outrageous reality stars and
the celebrity wearing die least
amount of clothing
(ill me old-fashioned if you
must, but I think MTV should
change their station name to RTV
if they only insist on showing false
images of what our generation
considers reality.
The true music fans of the 80s
must cringe whenever flipping
through the channels and they
come across their old favorite,
filled with nothing but garbage,
and as far from Music Television
as possible.
Send comments to Sarah at
sarahsbPbgsuedu
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Good luck in '08,
Democrats—youll need it
ZACK ROBINSON I OKLAHOMA STATE U
If Democrats think they're
going to win the presidential
election in 2008, they've got a
long way to go.
As of now, thefrontrunners
for the democratic nomination
are Senators Hillary Clinton

and Barack Obama.
The main problem either
candidate will face if they win
their party's nomination is

their lack of experience in both
domestic and foreign affairs.
Clinton, having spent eight
Mir- in the White House,
could make a case for having
foreign policy experience.
I'd liny that. She's a bright
woman who was probably paying attention while Bill Clinton
was in office.
Obama. having been elected
to the U.S. Senate just two
years ago, couldn't get away

with such a claim.
Despite his popularity and
charismatic demeanor on
shows like Larry King Live and
Oprah, this is the same man
who was badly beaten in the

democratic primary for the
U.S. House District 1 seat
Worse yet is that this crushingdefeat occurred in his
home state of Illinois in the
2000 election.
I le lost (il percent to 30 percent In a primary and returned

to the Illinois Senate in 2002.
He ran unopposed.
Obama clearly made
himself the rising star of the
Democratic Party with great
prospects for the White House.
If we're going to elect hi m.
though, let's make sure to do
so when he's ready.
It would be hard to make
a case for him being ready
in 2008.
To be the first woman
president is a tall order, and it
might be a better position to
seek as a second move rather
than a first.
If Clinton runs in '08, she
might be the trailblazer who
opens the door for someone
else in the future, but it will be
hard for her to win outright.
Like Clinton, Obama must
also overcome the reality
ofwhoheis. If he runs, he
will seek to become the first
African-American president.
This country is ready
for a woman president, an
African-American president
or any other kind of person
who has never been elected
to the office.
At the same time, it is still
something he or another candidate must overcome.
A good thing for the
Democratic Party is even

if their candidate doesn't
win, they will probablj gel
a very moderate Republican
president.
The leading candidates on
the right, Sen. lohn McCain
and former New York City
Mayor Rudy Giuliani, are
not traditional social conservatives,
McCain and (iioliani arc
much more toward the middle,

and this is partly a result of
the shortcomings of the Bush
administration.

The shift awaj from the far
right already happened In this
year's election, and il will continue through the next one,
As history has shown, early
frontrunners do noi necessarily find their way onto the final
ballot, lust ask 1 loward Dean.
At the same time, the
I leniniTalk Party will be hard
pressed to find a candidate
With greater appeal than
Clinton or Obama
lohn Kerry already lost
once, and so did former

\ ii c President AIGore,
Unfortunately, this could spell
another loss for Democrats in
the next presidential election.
IfDemocrats think they're
going in win with Clinton or
Obama, they've got their work
cutout for them.
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Christmas: a holiday for
Christians, historians and
everything in between
BRANDON DAVID SIIBERSTEIN STANFORD U.
The holidays are a time to celebrate, as would be inferred
from the definition ofholiday.

"Dec. 25 is an important day in history, and
there are plenty of other things to celebrate.

But as we all know, all other
holidays are mediocre compared to one.

Thus, I recommend that Christmas be

I hat's right.
Ilanukkah wishes ii was it.
Kwanzaa well I don't know
what the deal is with Kwanzaa,
but it isn't celebrated nearly as
much as this holiday.
You know whal I'm thinking olV

I hat's right; it's Christmas.
Christmas is perhaps the
mosi celebrated holldaj in
I be world.

Everywhere you go, von see
Christmas trees and Santa
Clauses lining the streets and
city squares,
And then you hear caroUers
singing pretty songs.
Songs about le-u-.
I bat pan irks me-lightly,
because I'm lewish.
I don't really wani to celebrate the di\ Initj ol the Holy
Trinitv ot the birth ol Chrisl
because of my belief-.
I'm fine with mv verj simple
monotheism, really,
Quite frankly, though,
I reallj like the idea ol

Trans-fat ban deprives
Americans of basic rights
M

^^ OPINION COLUMNIST

New York City has become the
first city in the country to ban
trans fats from restaurants.
The Hoard of Health voted
unanimously to ban trans-fats
from New York City and told
restaurants that they have
until Inly to stop using items
like spreads and frying oils
with trans-fats so they can find
a substitute.
They also have until July
2008 to completely get rid of
these trans-fats like partially
hydrogenated vegetable oil,
which most bakeries use.
A study shows that the average American eats about 4.7
pounds of trans-fats a year,
according to an AP News
article. I think this is ridiculous that the government now
thinks and decides what we
should and should not eat.
This is nothing but the government trying to encroach on
more of our freedoms.
We should have the decision
on what we should and should
not eat—not the government.
What is even more ridiculous is that trans-fat has been
approved by the IDA, and New
York City is actually banning a
legal substance.
Dan Fleshier who is the
spokesman for the National
Restaurant Association
said: "We don't think that

a municipal health agency
has any business banning a
product the l-'ood and Drug
Administration has already
approved."
It's up to the people to decide
whether or not they want to
eat healthy; and it's up to the
people to decide if they want to
go to healthy restaurants or go
to McDonalds.
It seems to me that the government wants to decide what
is best for us without even letting us choose what we want.
It seems that the government is trying to become
over-controlling with our
lives, and it also seems that
we are allowing the government to decide what is best
for us instead of us deciding
what is best for ourselves.
What's next?
Is the government going to
tell us that we can't exceed a
certain amount of calories or
try to ban alcohol because it
can increase your chances of
getting liver problems?
New York City Mayor
Michael Bloomburgsaid:
"Nobody wants to take
away your french fries and
hamburgers—1 love those
things, too.
But if you can make them
with something that is less
damaging to your health, we
should do that."
According to an AP news
article, Bloomburg has said
that he maintains a weight-loss
competition with his friend.
It's one thing to say that
trans fats are bad for you and
can increase health prob-

lem-, bin It's another thing
Completely lO have someone
push their own agenda and
life habits on everyone else

like Bloomburg.
I also don't believe that
people are going to lose a lot ol
weight from this ban because
people will just find and eat

something else thai is as
equally unhealthy.
This ban isn't going to make
McDonalds food or any other
fast food place healthier.
Mayor Bloomburg also said:
"We're nol living Intake away
anybody's ability to go out and
have the kind of food thai they
want in the quantities that
they want, but we are trying to
make that food safer."
I don't think New York City is
going to be that much healthier, because everybody knows
that food like fried chic ken
isn't that healthvforvou but
people still eat it.
People also know what's
healthy and what's not, and
this ban isn't going to make
that much of an impact.
Other cities are now looking
into banning trans fats, essentially imposing health laws on
the American people.
Chic ago. for instance, is
looking into banning the legal
substance to see if it will be in
the best interest for Chicago.
This is absolutely ridiculous,
and this type of absurd circumvention of American rights
needs to slop.
Right now.
Send comments to Alan al
dcdkdl@bqsu.edu

t hristmas, and all the stuff
that goes along with il. it's
just a problem loi me,
Why?
Because I'm not Christian,
But I -nil warn to celebrate.
Ybu can see my predicament.
Hut lucky for me. and every
other non-Christian, Dec. J.~>
is an important clav in history,
and there are plenty of other
things to celebrate.
Thus, I recommend that
Christmas be changed to one
of the following holidays i presents -lill included .
Capitalism Day; On this day
in 1992, Gorbachev resigned
as the president ol the USSR,
and the Cold War effectively
was over.
We finally beat, once and
icu all. those commie bas-

changed..."
lards, and proved that capitalism Is superior.
We can finally all shun the
frozen, barren wasteland that
i- Mother Russia together,
and all sit around a warm
loasty fire1 singing our national
anthem, watching reruns of
the 1980 Olympic gold-medal
hockey match where our boys
heal the led-and buy lotsof
Stuff like a good American con
sumer should.
And if Santa lakes oil his red
coal, he can come loo. Unless
Santa is really Tim Allen.
( ab( allowav Day: Cab
Calloway, a wonderful per
former and musician, was bom
on this day,
I he man brought us great
music such as "Minnie the
Moochei.'so maybe we should
all celebrate his birth too!
And I know jusi how to do it.
B) -pending the whole day

speaking in -i ai
\hicleeho-c ibbe-ka-kit skitdilditdopdoohopalip.

Ska babadeebom-ske
schnohahhahhali-kidgclget popup. Amen.

Or maybe thai was Thelma
and Louise.
My 1985 history is a little
lu//\. I wasn't born yet.
Either way, their accomplish
nieni is duly noted.
I think we should celebrate
their act, which has thus far
gone seemingh, unnoticed.
Yay for road trips!
For those of you thai would
like a darker holiday, we have
lohnWeslej Hardin Day.
You see, Mr. lohn Wesley
I lardin supposedly holds the
record in the old wesl lor killing the most men in the shortest amount ol time.
Thai san accomplishment
worth celebrating, I guess.
Why Christmas?
Because thai day he shot
somebodj dead over a dispute
in a card game in 1869.
That's all i reallj have to say
about this holiday.

I don't actually wan) io celebrate It, I just wanted to give
some people alternatives,
With all these options, I feel
we should e

Road trip Day; On this day in
1985, two men named Turner
and Pickharddrove875 miles
across Britain in a battery powered car on a single charge for
no apparent reason,
Yeah, they both told their
wive- they were going out
ten groceries, and then thev
|ii-l kepi going, having wild
adventures and running from
the law.
I hese two "brave" men eventually hurled themselves off a
cliff to their death.
Nice, huh?

tm
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Let there be light: crews
restore power to customers
By Chtryl Witt*nau*r
The Associated Press

More than a lull!million
customers also lost power after
summer storms,
Alter power is restored lo all
customers, Ameren will look at
"whal we did right or wrong."
Abbetl said. For now. however, "our focus is getting [lower

By Emily Fredrix
The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE — An explosion that may have started in
a large propane tank flattened
an industrial warehouse near
downtown Milwaukee yesterday, killing at least three people
and injuring4(i others, authorities said.
The fiery blast at the Falk
Corp. factory flipped cars,
hurled debris into the air and
forced the evacuation of dozens of workers at the plant,
which makes large industrial
gears and couplings. Burning
rubble was spread over several
blocks.
"It sounded like when I was
in Vietnam, incoming mortar'
rounds," said worker David L
Mays, 61, who said the blast
knocked himdownand turned
over his car. "But I'm OK," he

ST. LOUIS — Utility crews
restoring power to thousands
left In the dark alter a -.now
Storm last week nearecl the
homestretch yesterday, and
hoped to have the majority of
customers restored by nightfall.
About 76,000 Ameren Corp.
customers in Missouri and
Illinois were without powet for
a sixth day yesterday, most in
the St. Louis area, and the utility said some rural areas might
not get it back until Friday.
Residents and regulators
have been frustrated with the
prolonged outage.
\t a church shelter in
Decatur, 111., Ann Hill said she
had burned through S300 set
aside for her electric hill on
hotels and dinners out.
"I in broke and led up," she
said.
Patience was running so
thin in places it was affecting
utiiiiv crews. Ameren, which
has been helped hy thousands
oi out-of-state utility workers
from other companies, said
some of its workers had reported threats.
"Our crews have been
instructed, it they feel threatened, they are to leave the area,
which means further delays in
restoration efforts," company
spokeswoman Erica Abbetl
said. "I know it's not whal we
want, and what our customers
want."
I he Missouri Public Sen Ice
Commission has demanded
thai Ameren come up with
ways to prevent widespread
blackouts, such as burying power lines, pulling up
stronger lines or getting more
authority to trim trees.

Explosion flattens warehouse
said as a tear rolled down his
cheek.
I ire officials had not deter
mined (he cause of the blast,
but Mays said the company
began lo evacuate workers
after a leak occurred in one
of six large propane tanks. He
said he and others were outside
when one of the tanks blew up.
Firefighters
searched
through wreckage for hours
before accounting for the
plant's more than 700 workers.
"Had they not been evacuating the employees that were
in that building, the death toll
would have been much higher." Police Chief Nan Ilegerlv
said.
Company
spokeswoman
Linda Mayer said she did not
know how many people were
in the plant at the time.
Machinist lim McGraw, 53,
said a CO-WOrker warned him
about a minute before the blast

that he could smell gas. but
McGraw did not think much
about it because the building
normally smells of solvents
and other chemicals. Then the
explosion knocked him down.
"I didn't know what it was at
first, just a loud hang," Mc(itaw
said.
lie looked around and saw
co-workers with blood on their
faces. He grabbed a rag a nd t ied
it around his arm, which had a
puncture wound. McGraw was
taken to a hospital, where doctors pulled a piece of a glass
from his skull.
One of those killed, Curtis
I. lane, was the father of two
children, ages2 and 4.1 lis wife
operates a day care center.
"It is a big tragedy." said
lane's father-in-law, William
Borgiasz. "It is really hard to
deal with. All we are going lo
tell them is, Daddy ain't coming home.'"

Jewish faith opens arms wider to gays
By R.ichd Zoll
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — Conservative
[ewish scholars eased their ban
yesterday on ordaining gays,
upending thousands of years ol
precedent while stopping shorl

of fully accepting gay clergy.
KYllERICSON

AP PHOTO

RECOVERY: Ameren Union Electric employees Henry Bucket! right, and David Nixon,
conter. run a new wire to Ken Turnbough on top of an electric pole to restore power in the
Spanish Lake neighborhood ol St. Louis County. Mo. Saturday. Ameren reported 500.000
cuslomers without power since a massive winlei storm that began lasl Thursday dumped up
to 16 inches ol snow on some parts of central Missouri

restored to our customers."
The storm plowed through
the Midwest late lasl week,
dropping ice and snow before
bringing wind and thunderstorms lo the Northeast. Al
least 18 deaths have been
blamed on the storm in Illinois
and Missouri.
Hospitals have said do/ens
have been hospitalized with
hypothermia and carbon monoxide poisoning.

Louise Breazeale, of Decatur,
M1

was feeling a hit nostalgic

aboul the whole situation as
she and her husband used a
kerosene heater to warm their
Iwo-hedroom home.
The two, both 70, have gotten used to listening to their
battery-powered radio, just
like l he old days.
"We go to lied early. Without
lights or nothing, it's kind of
boring. But we get by." she said.
"I'm not frustrated. (Utility
crews) are doing the best they
can. We just thank the Lord for
the heater."

The Committee on lewish
Law and Standards, which
interprets religious law for
the movement, adopted three
starkly conflicting policies that
nonetheless gave gays a wider
role. Four committee members
who wanted to uphold the ban
outright resigned in protest

after the vote.
One policy maintains the
prohibition against gay clergy.
Another, billed as a compromise, maintains a ban on male
sodomy but permits gay ordination and allows blessing ceremonies for same-sex couples.
The third policy supports the
ban on gay sex in lewish law
and notes that some gays have
successfully undergone Iherapy that changes their sexual
oriental ion.

"We recognized
... that no single
position can speak
to all members of
the community."
Rabbi Kassel Abelson | Chairman
That leaves seminaries and
synagogues lo decide on their

own which approach to follow.
The decision will test what
Conservative lewish leaders
call their "big tent" — allowing diverse practices by the
movement's more than 1.000

rabbis and 750 North American
synagogues.
"We believe in pluralism,"
said Kabhi Kassel Abelson,
the committee chairman, in
announcing the vote. "We recognized from the very beginning of this movement that no
singie position can speak to all
members of lite community."
But Rabbi loel Roth, oneof the
four members who resigned,

said the decision was "outside
the pale of acceptability" in
lewish law. Roth was author of
the paper that upheld the ban.
I he
25-member
panel
voted al the end of a two-day
closed meeting in an Upper
Hast Side synagogue. Students
from Keshet, a gay advocacy
group at the lewish Theological
Seminary, the flagship school
of Conservative Judaism, huddled outside as they awaited

the results.
lay Michaclson, director of
Nehirim, a group that provides
spiritual retreats and oilier
programing for gay lews, said
he was "pleased not thrilled"
aboul the vote.
Conservative leaders are being the issue as they struggle
lo hold the shrinking middle
ground of American Judaism,
losing members to both the liberal Reform and the traditional
Orthodox branches.
Reform lews, as well as the
smaller
Reconstructionisi
branch, allow gays to become
rabbis; the Orthodox bar gays
and women from ordination.
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Boy testifies about 'cage-life

By Andrew Wtlsh Huggim
I he Associated Press

PARENTS ON TRIAL Michael and Sharen Giavelle. on tnal for caging their
son. listen to court proceedings Tuesday in Norwalk Ohio. The adopted boy testified

sters in enclosed beds to protect
them. The children suffered from
problems such as fetal alcohol
syndrome and a disorder that
involves eating nonfood items
The children ranged in age from
1 to 14 when authorities removed
them in September 2005 from the
home in rural Wakeman. about
(it) miles west (if Cleveland. The
youngsters were placed in foster
care last fall and the couple lost
custody in March.
The court has prohibited the
media from identifying the children or referring to their ages.

"They would sit on
me until I calmed
down."
Juvenile victim

Under questioning by defense
lawyers, the boy calmly acknowledged that he was an angry child
who would have fits.
rhey would sit on me until
I calmed down," he said of
the Gravelles.

'For Sale free speech questioned
By T.rry Kinn.y
The Associated Press

(:IN( :INNATI - A federal appeals
court began wrestling yesterday
with the question of whether a
village ordinance violates free
speech guidelines because it prohibits certain advertising signs on
parked vehicles.
The suburban Cincinnati village
t il (ilendaleargued that itsordinance
isa straightforward traffic safety issue
with no free speech implications.
A resident contended that his first
Amendment rights was infringed
because he could not put a'Tinr Sale
sign (MI a car in front of his house.

Phone provider sues

Attempted
bomber
sentenced

government over ruling

By Jor Militia
Die Associated Press

NOKWALK, Ohio — A boy who
had ben adopted by a couple on
trial for caging some of their children testified yesterday that he did
not like the cage that he slept in
because it was small and hot. I le
also admitted to being a violent
child who used to throw objects.
The boy, the first of several of
the adopted children expected to
testify in the trial of Michael and
Sham Gravelle, told the jury that
he was sent to a rage for weeks at
a time for punishment.
"Mine was really small. In the
summertime it was really hot
in there. We said we liked them
because it made us safe. But we
really didn't like them. Wfc said it to
make them (the Gravelles! happy,"
the boy testified.
The Gravelles are charged with
16 counts of felony child endangering and eight misdemeanor
child endangering charges. If convicted, they face one to five years
in prison and a maximum fine of
Sltl.tKXl for each felony count
They deny abusing the 11
adopted, special-needs children
in their care and have said they
had to keep some of the young-

Tht«day.D«embei7.?0Op7

11 le lull court peppered both sides
with questions about what broad
implications the ordinance might
contain and then took the case
under advisement It often is several months before the court issues
a ruling
The court nomially hears cases
in thiee-judge panels. Hearings
with the full court are held only a
few times a year when a majority
of active judges agree that a case
presents a question of exceptional
pubbc importance.
The dispute began in 21X11 when
Ucndalc attorney Chris lagan was
unable to sell a car he had accepted
as partial payment for work on a

vs.
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He luid no luck with a newspaper ad or a classic car Wvh site, SI I
lie put a TOT Sale" sign on the 1970
Mercury Cougar and perked il on
the snvet in front of his house,
Glendiile |»)lice threatened tt i cite
lagan under an ordinance lorbkldingsuch signs ml vehicles in public
areas, lagan removed the sign since

GISC.

violating the ordinance could mean

it lineup to S2.i()and:!0da>sin jail.
A U.S. District Court ruled in
favor of the village, and a 6th
Circuit panel agreed. When the
libertarian Institute for lustice in
Arlington, V'a., took up the challenge, the appeals court agreed
to a reheating.

The country's largest provider
of pay-as-you-go cell phones
is suing the government met
a rule the company says could
make it harder to crack down
on individuals who disable the
phones' M ift wa re and sell I hem
at a profit overseas.
The practice drew the attention of state and federal investigators earlier this year when
arrests In Michigan and Ohio
targeted potential use of the
phones by terrorists. But prosecutors dropped terrorism
charges quickly in both cases.
The lawsuit by Miami-based
l'ra< lour Wireless Inc. wants
the U.S. Copyright Office to
eliminate an exemption it
allows fot disabling the soft
ware as a means Tor people
to reuse the phones. The
complaint was filed luesdaj
by Miami based Iracfone in
U.S. District Court, Southern
District oi I liHi.Li
Iracfone has fought a largely
losing battle with middlemen
who buy up its cheap phones
at retailers such as Wal-Mart
and [target, disable the phones'
soliware and repackage them
for sale overseas, particularly
I atin America and I long Kong.
"Criminals may take
advantage of the ambign
OUS language and ambiguous wording of this exemp
tion and use it as a shield to
hide behind and protect their
criminal activity from pins
ccution," Iracfone attornej
lim Baldingersaid yesterday.
Cell phone owners would
be allowed to break software
locks on their handsets to
use them with competing
carriers under new copyright
rules announced last month
by the Library of Congress.
which oversees the federal
copyright office.
The l.ibrarv of Congress
allowed the exemption at the

Prepaid statistics
(AP) — Some of the numbers
associated with the debate over
prepaid cell phones and the
individuals who buy them in
bulk for resale overseas:
■ 228 million: estimated number of U.S. wireless device
subscribers
■ $9.99 to $99.99: range of
prices of prepaid cell phones
■ Almost 1.000: number of cell
phones found in the possession of three Dallas men
slopped in August by police
in Caro, Mich.
■ $20,000: the amount the
men said they'd spent on cell
phones on a recent buying
trip
■ Five days: the time between
the filing of terrorism charges against two Michigan men
arrested in southeastern Ohio
in August with large numbers of cell phones and when
those charges were dropped
for lack of evidence
■ $4 4 billion: 2005 profits of
Nokia Corp., the world's largest cell phone maker
Source: CTIA. cellular industry association: FBI. Tracfone
Nokia. AP Research

urging of groups thai say companies such as Iracfone arc
Stifling competition and hurting the environment because
many of the phones would otherwise be thrown away.
fracione's lawsuit is procedural iii part, arguing
ii was left out of the debate
and wasn't given a chance to
have iis comments consid
ered by the Copyright Office
Iracfone says it didn't learn ol
the proposed exemption or the
government's request torcomments until late in the process,
Bin the company, which
says II s losing millions in profits from people reselling its
phones, says the basic issue is
the exemption's effect on the
prepaid cell phone business.

I'AIN'hSVN.I.I., Ohio (API— A
man convicted of plotting
to blow up the houses of a
judge and two other officials
over a dispute about a $45 tax
bill has been sentenced to 20
years in prison,
loseph A. Sands, 41, of
Madison, was sentenced
Tuesdaj by lake Count)
Common Pleas ludge Vincent
A. (ulotta Sands was convicted last month of three counts
of conspiracy to commit murder, two counts ot conspiracy
to commit aggravated arson
and one count of engaging in
corrupt activity
"I'ublic officials are elected
or appointed by ihe people.
and any attack on them is an
attack on the people, it must
not be tolerated and [must be]
handled severely.'' (.nlolta said
a) the sentencing.
Culotta gave Sands the
maximum sentenced allowed
under the law.
Prosecutors sa\ Sands
planned to use a pipe bomb to
kill the late former North Perry
\la\or I honias Williams, Law
Director loseph Gurley and
Gainesville Municipal Court
fudge Michael A. Cicconetti.
"I'm deeply bothered I
inconvenienced anyone's life,
I had no intention ol building a bomb, said Sands, who
continued to blame the plot
on the confidential informant
who taped main ol their con
venations,
The wife of the late
Williams, who died of
cardiac arrest at age 58,
spoke at the sentencing.
"M\ lite and tamhYs life has
been changed because of his
desire. I had never met him.
but he was willing to kill me.
my husband and tin daughter," tennifer Williams said.
Sands laces charges ol
unlawfully possessing items
to make an explosive Ian. 21 In
federal court in Cleveland

You Want it? We Got it!
Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008

Friday December 8, 2006
6/wi - /()/>
Fine Arts Center BGSE
School of Art
i ment of Theatre & Film
College ill Musical Arts
Dance Program (HMSLS)

Ifrii'

Exhibitions
Demonstrations
Performances
Activities
Sales

y

\

Now Renting
For 2007
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.greenDriarrentals.com

422 CLOUGH 2BR. Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
$470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470 00
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3.2008.

146 1/2 MANVILLE 1 BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars
$440 00 pet month plus utilities, deposit $440 00 Lease May 12.
2007 to May 3, 2008

424 CLOUGH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$705.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $705.00.
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008.

150 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR Limit 2 people Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 pet month plus utilities, deposit $440.00.
Lease May 12, 2007 to May 3, 2008

221 S. COLLEGE 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$816 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $816.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008.

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4 BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cats
SI,100.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI.IOOOO.Lease May 12.
2007 to May 3, 2008.

722 EIGHTH 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR., 2 baths. Limit 5 people
Limit 5 cars $925.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $925 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

629 ELM 3BR. Limit3 people. Limit 3 cats
$885 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $885.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

831 SCOTT HAMILTON Units »A and «B Duplex 2BR,
1 Bath each unit Limit 4 people per unit S810.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $810.00 Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008

710 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9, 2008.

605 SECOND #A 4BR Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars.
$780.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $780.00
Lease August 16, 2007 to August 9,2008

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

715 SECOND 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars
$795 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $795 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008.

219 W. EVERS 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$800 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $800 00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

712 SECOND #B 2BR Duplex Limn 2 people Limit 2 cars.
$690.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $690 00
Lease August 16, 2007 to August 9, 2008

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR. each unit.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $690.00 pet month plus Utilities
Lease August 16.2007 to August 9,2008

723 SIXTH 3BR Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S560 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3. 2008.

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR Limn 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
SI,140.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI, 140.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008

117 GEORGIA 3BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

246 TROUP 4BR Limn 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S1.1S5.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI,155.00
Lease August 15.2007 to August 9. 2008

232 LEHMAN 3BR. 1 1/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR. apt. Limit 3 people. Limit3 cats
$620.10 r er month plus utilities.
Lea.. May 12,2007 to May 3, 2008

140 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Above a garage $560.00 per.month plus utilities, deposit $560 00
Lease August 16, 2007 to August 9,2008

JOHN

NEWLOVE
^eal Sa&zU, Inc.

v 'IV u11"

II ii

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)

Rentail Office: 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewloverealestale.com

"We've got a place for everyone!
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Republicans push bills while in power

ranks high in suburbia

By Stephen Ohleimcher
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
—
As
Americans flee the cilies for
the suburbs, many are failing
lo leave poverty behind.
The suburban poor outnumbered their inner-dry counterparts for the first time last year,
with more than 12 million suburban residents living in poverty
according to a study of the nation's
loo largest metropolitan areas
released Thursday
"Economies an1 regional now,"
said Alan Berube, who co-wrote
the report for the Urookings
Institution, a Washington think

tank. "Where you see increases
In city poverty, in almost every
metropolitan area you also see
increases in suburban poverty."
Nationally, the poverty rate leveled oil' last war at 12.6 percent
alter increasing every year since
the decade began It was a period
when the country wenl through a
recession and an uneven recovery
that is still sputtering in parts of the
Northeasl .mil Midwest
"Looking back at the 1970s, you
would have seen cities suffering
and suburbs staving the same,"
said Berube, research director at the Brookings Institution's
Metropolitan lt>liry Program. "But
the story is different today."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Berube said several factors are
contributing to an increase in subUtban |xiverty• Suburbs are adding people
much faster than cities, making
it inevitable that the number of
poor people living in suburbs
would eventually surpass those
living in cities.
• The poverty rate in large cities
(18.8 percent) is still higher than
it is in the suburbs 19.4 percent).
But the overall number of people
living in poverty is higher in the
suburbs in part because of population growth,
• America's suburbs are
becoming more diverse, racially
and economically.

By Jim Abr.mi
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In the final
hours of Republican rule, the
Senate put forward an all-purpose bill covering everything
from normalized trade with
Vietnam and tax breaks for millions of taxpayers to an expata
sion of offshore oil drilling.
The House, while preparing
its own tax and trade agenda,
was giving conservatives perhaps their last chance for a while
to vote on an abortion bill.
Senate Finance Committee
leaders said they were bringing
to the floor as early as yesterday
the session-ending package dial

renewed expired or expiring
tax breaks for businesses and
middle income individuals and
trade items affecting economic
relations with Vietnam, Haiti,
Africa and Andean nations.
The tax portion, said Finance
Committee Chairman Charles
Grassley, It-Iowa, gives "continued tax relief to families paying
college, teachers buying classroom supplies and producers
of clean energy from sources
such as wind."
The package would also open
up 8 million acres off the Gulf
of Mexico to oil and gas drilling, postpone a planned cut in
Medicare reimbursements to
physicians and extend an aban-

doned coal mine reclamation
program.
The House also turned to the
Vietnam trade bill, although
a vote might be put off until
Thursday as lawmakers pondered whether to combine
it with the lax break measure.
Completing those bills could
be the last major t.isk before
this Congress adjourns at the
week's end, making way for the

new

Democratic-controlled

Congress to convene on Ian. 4,
It remained uncertain whether the House and Senate can
come together on a package
that would not be so laden
with expensive programs that it

becomes impassable.
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Custom Decorated Sportswear for the Holidays!
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Open Mon, Tue. Thur & Fri:
10am-6pm
Wed: 10am-8pm
Sat: 10am-2pm

Headware
Sweals
Aprons
Tees

•
•
•
•

Embroidery
Jackels
Towels
Jerseys
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Your University. Your Store.

123 S. Main St.

ullls[K'(ii ;i;illlv,iiks|K'.com

419-354-6686

Last Minute Holiday Shopping

20% Ofs

99 99

THE FLOWER BASKET

your purchases
1 DAY ONLY
Wednesday, December 13
7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
•

Unique and fun holiday gifts
for you and your home!
Beautiful fresh arrangements & plants
Silk arrangements & wreaths
Holiday decorations
Wonderfully scented candles
JJ-J.
Cift baskets
. ^
H&
Unique gift items
SSfc
^w
and so much more
W*
n.

BGSU Clothing
BGSU Imprinted Gifts & Jewelry
Art Supplies
Gifts
General Reading Books
Holiday Gifts
Greeting Cards
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"fell a friWf
Steve & Barry's has 47,000 square
feet of licensed college sportswear
(150 schools), plus jeans, T-shirts,
cargos, sweatshirts, jackets, polos and
much more for men, women and kids.

terns

for $9.98 A 0

1234 N. Main St., (St. Rt. 25)
Bowling Green

or less!

(419) 354-4447
www.woodlandtc.com

No other discounts apply. This discount does not
apply to textbooks, software, caps & gowns, class
rings, electronics, iPods, food, health and beauty
aids, computers, PlayStation2 and XBox products.

eauty Salon
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Locally Owned Since 1947

iberglass nails available

eciais:

Full Set Acrylic
Acrylic Balance
Spa Pedicure
Regular Manicures
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Kendra McKinniss
H9 \52-7hcifi
■
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You have a budget
for her holiday gift

DIAMONDS

• WATCHES • FINE JEWELRY

■ 0

We'll make it look like you went way over.

imqton
O^ewefers &: lEnaravina

milt' ,\V\\ I IISIOIIHTS!—

Minis jewelry

139SManSl 419-3S4->V-4

192 SOUTH MAIN STREET
43402

BOWLMCI GREEN, OHIO

TELEPHONE
PHONE:

(419) 352-1646
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Smoking ban not active in Michigan
MONROK. Mich. (AP) —
Michigan business owners hope
more Ohioans will be inspired
to cross the stale line for a spot
U light up when a smoking ban
goes into effect Thursday in
nearly all of the Buckeye State's
indoor public places, including
bars and restaurants.
"We're hoping to get a lot
busier starting Thursday," Sheryl
Anstine of Lambertville, manager at Rrehouse 47 Bar & Grill
in Ottawa lake, told The Monroe
Evening News. "We hope to see
a lot more people from Toledo

B

visiting our place."
in August 2H03, Toledo banned
indoor smoking in restaurants,
bars, bowling alleys and bingo
halls. However, it did alkiw establishments to set aside up to 30
percent of their space for a smoking lounge.
The new state law wipes out
the idea of smoking lounges,
which is why bar and restaurant owners, especially those in
the Monroe area, expect more
Toledo-area patrons.
"I think we'll see an increase
bivauv we're so close to the bor

O

der. I don't think it's all going to
come at once, but we'll probably
get a steady increase over lime,"
said Aaron Jennings, manager at
AJ's Doolittie's in Lambertville.
Anstine said Toledo waitresses
have come looking for new jobs.
They believe their clientele will
go lo Michigan bars and restaurants so they want to work here."
she said.
Bars on the Michigan side of the
border are preparingfor additional
smoke lingering in the air.
"We are upgrading our air
ventilation system and clean-.
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Weather complicates NASA shuttle flight
8y Mik. Schn.ld.r
The Associated Press
( \l'i: CANAVERAL, Fla.
— Clouds of concern gathered for Thursday night's
liftoff of the space shuttle
Discovery as NASA downgraded launch chances to
40 percent due to weather.
"The forecast has trended
for the worse right now,"
said Kathy Winters, shuttle
weather officer.
An expected cloud ceiling
at 3,000 feet was the biggest

obstacle for getting Discovery
offthegroundat9:35p.m. LSI
Thursday.
NASA won't launch with
low clouds because officials
want to track it visually and
allow enough visibility in
case the astronauts need to
make a difficult emergency
la nd ing at the Kennedy Space
(enter's runway.
"It's a significant problem for
us," Winters said.
The weather wasn't expected
to be cooperating at the shuttle's emergency landing sites in

G

R

Spain and I ranee, either.
The forecast only gets worse
for the following two days.
Expected crosswinds and isolated showers at Ken nedy Space
Center reduced the chances of
launch to 30 percent on I-'riday
and 40 percent Saturday.
The weather was expected to
improve at the beginning of
next week.
The seven astronauts' 12-day
mission to the international
space station will continue
construction on the orbiting
laboratory. The shuttle also will
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#fcihcures from $30455
lianii ures from $15430
1
Passages from $38$40470;
facials from
f
SHits, #blor, and Iferms
<0X. 'fcrtincales < •aVailable
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Shop at these great businesses for
your last minute gifts.

1616 E Woouer Si., B.C. • J 19.363.4767
M-Thuri! 9-9pm • In 9-6pm • Su 9-6pm

New Frontiers
Have Fun...it's what we're all about!!!
125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-202-5652
newfrontiers2006@yahoo.com
Tues-Friday 10am - 9pm
Saturday 10am-Midnight • Sunday 10am - 7pm
Monday Closed
Whether you're interested in tabietop wargames,
collectible card games, role-playing gams, or learning how to paint and hobby terrain and toy soldiers,
we are the place to see. Located in the historic downtown district of Bowling Green, we are easy to find just
off the intersections of Wooster and Main St. We offer a fun, safe and responsible environment for our
customers of all ages.
Some of the great product lines we carry:
Games Workshop, Warmachine, Hordes, Flames
of War, Magic the Gathering, Dungeons & Dragons, Vallejo Game Color, Galeforce Nine gaming
aids, White Wolf Publishing, UltraPro. Upper Deck
Entertainment, and many other great lines and
games...check us out!!!
r order online at www.klot .'Moris!.rim
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SU PERCENTER
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ALWAYS LOW PRICES
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Offering you all of your
holiday needs!
131 West Gypsy Lane
352-3776

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Republicans push bills while in power

Poverty ranks high in suburbia
By Stephen Ohlemacher
The As

WASHINGTON
\s
Americans flee the cities foi
the suburbs, many are Failing
(o leave poverrj behind.
rhe suburban pool outnum
bered their innei i itj counterparts lor the first time last year,
with mote than 12 million sub
urban residents living in poverty,
according to a stud) ol the nation's
I(X) largest metropolitan areas
released Thursday.
"Economies are regional now,"
said Alan Berube, who co-wrote
the report for ilu' Brookings
Institution, .1 Washington lliink

i.ink. "Where you see Increases
in cit\ poverty in almost ever)
metropolitan area, von also see
increases in suburban poverty."
Nationally the povert) rate let
{•led oil last year at I_'.I> percent
aim increasing ever) yeat since
the decade began, n was a period
when the country went through a
recession and an uneven recover)
that is siiii sputtei Ing in partso( the
Northeast and Midwest
"Looking back at the 1970s, you
would have seen cities suffering
and suburbs staying the same.1'
said Berube, research diret
101 ai the Brookings Institutions
Metropolitan Policy Program. "But
theston isdiffereni todat
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HenilK' said several factors are
11 rntrihuting to an hu rcase in suburban poverty:
• Suburbs arc adding people
much (aster than cities, making
ii Inevitable thai the number of
poor people living in suburbs

would eventually smpass those
living in does.
• I he poverty rate in large c hies
(IH.H percent] is still higher than
it is in the suburbs 19.4 percent),
lint the overall number of iKKiple
living in povert) is higlier in the
suburbs In |xin because of population groulh.
• America's suburbs are
becoming more diverse, racially
and economically.

By Jim Abrams
The Associated Pfess

renewed expired or expiring
tax breaks for businesses and
middle income individuals and

doned coal mine reclamation
program.

WASHINGTON — In the final
hours of Republican rule, the
Senate put forward an all pur
pose bill covering everything
from normalized trade with
Vietnam and tax breaks I'm mil
lions of taxpayers to an expansion of offshore oil drilling.
The House, while preparing
its own tax and trade agenda.
was giving conservatives pet
haps their last chance for a while
to vote on an abortion bill
Senate Finance Committee
leaders said they were bringing
to the floor as early asyesterdaj
the session-ending parkage thai

trade Items affecting economic

Vietnam Bade hill, although
a \ole might he put off until
rhursda) as lawmakers pon
dered whelhei lo combine
11 with die lav break measure.
Completing those hills could
he the lasl major lask before
Ihis Congress adjourns .11 the
weeks end. making wa) for the
new
Democratic controlled
Congress to convene on tan. 4.
II remained uncertain wheth
ei the 1 louse and Senate can
come together on a package
that would not he so laden
with expensive programs that ii
becomes unpassable.

relations with Vietnam, Haiti,
\im,1 and Andean nations.
The tax portion, said Finance
Committee Chairman Charles
(irassley. R-Iowa, gives "continued tax relief to families paying
college, teachers buying class
room supplies and producers
Ol clean encrgv I10111 sources

such as wind."
I he package would also open

up II million acres oil the I,nil
ol Mexico to oil and gas drilling, postpone a planned cut in
Medicare reimbursements to
physicians and extend an aban-

I he HOUSE also mined lo the
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Open Mon. Tue. Thur & Fn
10am-6pm
Wed: 10am-8pm
Sat 10am-2pm

Headware
Sweats
Aprons
Tees

•
•
•
•

Embroidery
Jackets
Towels
Jerseys
»3

Your University. Your Store.

^* Last Minute Holiday Shopping

•
•
•
•

12.1 S. Main St.

+*M

20% off
your purchases
1 DAY ONLY
Wednesday, December 13
7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

aardspe@unrvaiksps.coin

4 I'1-354-66X6

THE FLOWER BASKET
Unique and fun holiday gifts
for you and your home!

^i

BGSU Clothing
BGSU Imprinted Gifts &. Jewelry
Art Supplies
Gifts
General Reading Books
Holiday Gifts
Greeting Cards

Beautiful tresh arrangements & plants
Silk arrangements & wreaths
Holiday decorations
Wonderfully scented candles
Gift baskets
Unique gift items
and so much more
II.-. ,\,„tf, lt„„, M.
II,;,,,!,,,.! i:,;,i,„„ •>„.„ 4/0-I ->> (I to >

L

STEayyjtMSYS
fe/, a fr\md(.
Steve & Barry's has 47,000 square
feet of licensed college sportswear
(150 schools), plus jeans, T-shirts,
cargos, sweatshirts, jackets, polos and

BGSU.

much more for men, women and kids.

Bowling Green State University

'Usanas oritems
for $9.98
or less!

1234 N. Main St., (St. Rt. 25)
Bowling Green
(419) 354-4447

No other discounts apply. This discount does not
apply to textbooks, software, caps & gowns, class
rings, electronics, iPods, food, health and beauty
aids, computers, PlayStation2 and XBox products.

Mini Mall

eauty Salon

www.woodlandtc.com

\ I//

<

. fiberglass nails available
Full
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SPI

Arivlic

Afrvlif Biilatii'c
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McKinniss
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You have a budget
for her holiday gift
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DIAMONDS

•

WATCHES

139SUjmSt

•

FINE JEWELRY

■

V II make it look like you went wsn over

v_ vVfoadmqton
\ lU

Minis jewelry
•
192 SOUTH

MAIN STREET

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

43402

TELEPHONE
PHONE:(419)352-1546
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Smoking ban not active in Michigan
MONROE
Mich.
(Al>)
Michigan business owners hope
more Ohioans will be inspired
to i KISS the state line for a spot
io light up when a smoking ban
goes into effect Thursday In
nearly all of the Buckeye Stale's
indoor public places, including
bars and restaurants.
"We're hoping Io gel a lot

Imsiei starting Thursday," sheryl
Ansdne of Lambertville, man
ager at Pirehouse 47 Bar & Grill
in Ottawa Lake, told I he Monroe
Evening News, We hope to see
a loi more people from Toledo

visitingOUI place."
In August 2IXKJ, Ibledo banned
indoor smoking in restaurants,
bars, bowling alleys and bingo
halls. However, it did allow i~.mli
lislwnents to set aside up to 30
percent of their space for a smoking lounge.
The new stale law wipes out
the idea of smoking lounges,
which is why bar and restaurant owners, especial!) those in
the Monroe area, expect mote
Toledo-area patrons,
I think we'll sec an increase
because we're so close Io the bor-

der. I don't think its all going to
come at once, but we'll prohabk
get a Stead] ini lease over lime."
said Aaron lennings, manager at
Al's I loolittlc's in Linibertvillc.
Anstine said hiledn waitresses
have come looking lor new jobs.
"They believe ihcil clientele will
go to Michigan bars and restaurants so the) want to work here."
she said
Bars on ihe Michigan side ol the
border are preparing for additional
smoke lingering in the,in
"We are upgrading our air
ventilation system and dean

. -9

Weather complicates NASA shuttle flight
By Mile. Schn.id.r
The Associated Press
i API
CANA\ I RAI .
I l.i.
— Clouds oi concern gath
ered foi Thursday night's
liftoff of the space shuttle
Discovery as \ \s.\ downgraded launch chances io
III percent due to weather.
"ihe forecast has trended
for the worse righl now."
said Kathy Winters, shuttle
weather officer,
An expected cloud ceiling
at 3,000 feel was the biggest

obstacle lor getting Discover]
off the ground at 9:35 p.m. I si
I hursday.
\ \s \ won't launch wild
low clouds because officials
want to track il visually and
allow enough visibilily in
case the astronauts need to
make a difficult emergency
landingat ihe Kenned) Space
Center's runway.
"It'sa Significant problem for
us." Winters said.
Ihe weather wasn't expected
to be cooperating at the shuttle's emergency landing sites in

BOW

Spain and I ranc e. either,
I he forecast only gets worse
lor the following two days,
1 Kpected c insswinds and iso
l.i ice I si lower sal ken i lech Space
(enter reduced the chances of
launch to 30 percent on I ridav
and 40 percent Saturday.
I he weather was expected to
improve al the beginning ol
next week
i he seven astronauts' iL'-dav
mission to the international
space station will continue
construction on the orbiting
laboratory. 1 he shuttle also will
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♦Klicures from $30-$55
iKanicures from $15-$30
<ilKassa«es from $38- $85
Petals from
$<0-$70
«*its/*blor. ancHferms
'jtft '^truncates '/tVailable

efttlt'Siti

Shop at these great businesses for
your last minute gifts.

GrwiM
I Cl.Cr
1616 E W
lei Si lie, • J 19 S53 ■>?;,,M-Thun 9.9pm • !
•
9-opm

New Frontiers

Are You Ready for

Have Fun...it's what we're all about!!!

Christmas?

BGSU stones make great
holiday gifts...

125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-202-5652
newfrontiers2006@yahoo.com
Tues-Friday 10am - 9pm
Saturday 10am-Midnight • Sunday 10am - 7pm
Monday Closed

i Check out these gift ideas... /%
*r Lance Watch from Nike
x Oakley Sunglasses and Clothing
•V Helmets, Gloves, Knit Caps
K Tour Ae France DVD's

f—v

H Taillights and Headlights

Whether you're

*r Trek 1000 Road Bikes

collectible card games, role-playing gams, or learn-

in

tabletop

wargames,

ing how to paint and hobby terrain and toy soldiers,

« 2007 Bikes are Here!

~^L,

interested

TREK

KCIANT

we are the place to see. Located in the historic downtown district of Bowling Green, we are easy to find just
off the intersections of Wooster and Main St. We offer a fun, safe and responsible environment for our
customers of all ages.

Some of the great product lines we carry:
Games

Workshop,

Warmachine,

Hordes,

Flames

of War, Magic the Gathering. Dungeons & Dragons, Vallejo Game Color, Galeforce Nine gaming
aids, White Wolf Publishing, UltraPro, Upper Deck
Entertainment, and many other great lines and

F IO It A I . G I F T . C A R D E N CENTER
•906 Napoleon Rd • 419.353.8381
• End ol South College Di

games...check us out!!!

I'-iifj-iiiHiHimmaifflM ~ -

"-

.

WALL* MART
SUPERCENTER

ALWAYS LOW PRICES

r-.
'V
A

SM
-A'

fc*

Offering you all of your
hg,
holiday needs!
131 West Gypsy Lane
352-3776

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Guantanamo Bay
detainees 'eat fresh'
By Michail M,•!,..
The Associated Press

SCOTT HECKEl
SALUTE: A horse-drawn hearse of Marine Pvl. Healh Warner passes in front of the Marine's childhood home yesterday 01 Canton. Ohio.
Warner was lulled Nov 2i in Iraq during combat operations Yesterday. 10 US. troops were killed in fout separate incidents.

GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAI.
BASE, Cuba — Enticing
detainees with movies and
fast food, interrogators at
Guantanamo Bay have developed relationships that produce vital information in the
c ampaign against terrorism,
the prison camp's top intelligence official said.
About one-third of the detain
ees— most of whom have been
held at the prison for nearly five
years without charge — are still

interrogated, said Paul (tester,

Iraq policy 'not working,'
bipartisan group reports
By Kim G»m<l

'The situation is grave, very grave in fact,

The Associated Press
BAGHDAD; Iraq — Ten U.S.
troops were killed in Iraq yesterday, a major blow on the
same day a high-level panel in
Washington
recommended
gradually shifting U.S. forees
from a combat to a training role.
The bipartisan Iraq Stud)
Group released recommendations for changing course in
the country, saving President
Hush's policy in Iraq "is not
working." The Iraqi government said the U.S. report did

"not come as a surprise,* and it
agreed thai Iraq nuisi take the
lead in its own security.
"The situation is gra\c. verj
grave in fact and cannot be lol
eratrd." Deputy Prime Minister
llarham Saleh said on the panArab satellite i\ channel AI
\tabiva. 'Absolute dependence
on foreign troops is not possible.
I lie locus must lx' on boosting
the Iraqi security forces."
The U.S. military said in a
statement that it) Americans
had died in four separate incidents hut gave no lurther details,
pending notification of relatives.
In addition to the 1(1 casualties.

and cannot be tolerated."
the US.command said twoff.s.
soldiers were killed Sunda\ in
Baghdad and two Marines and a
Navy sailor were killed in Anbar
province earlier this week
The latest deaths raised in
ai least .\2 the number of U.S.
troops who have died this
month. Ai least (i'l troops were
killed in November and 105 sol
diiis were killed in October —
the highest amount for a month
since January 2(X)f).
At least 2.!U(i service members have been killed since the
war started in 2003, according to
an Associated Press count.
In other violence yesterday,
two mortar rounds landed and
exploded in a secondhand gin ids
market in a mixed Shiitc Sunni
area in central Baghdad, killing
at least eight people and wounding do/ens, said police officers
\li Mtiiab and Mohammed
Khayoun, who provided the
casualty totals.
About 25 minutes later, a sui
dde bomber on a bus in Sadr

No money down
a $225 savings

(ii\ detonated explosives hidden in bis clothing, killing tun
people and wounding 15, police
1st I .(.Timer Mahmoiid said.

it appeared to be the first
attack In suspected Sunni Arab
insurgents on the large slum
since NOV 23, when a bombing and mortar attack killed 215
people in the deadliest single
attack since the Iraq war began
more than three years ago
I lie latest eruptions of Iraq's
unrelenting sectarian violence
came hours before (he release of
a stud] by the Iraq Study Group,
a blue-ribbon panel headed by
former Secretarj of State lames
V Baker III and former Hep. lee
Hamilton. l)-lnd.
I he situation in Iraq is grave
and deteriorating,'' the commission wanted in the report.
It recommended the U.S.
reduce political, military or economic support for Iraq if the
government in Baghdad cannot
make substantial progress toward

providing for Its own security

director of the foint Intelligence
GroupatGuantanamoBay rhej
offer details about the structure
of terror networks and the terrain
nf countries where they operate,
"What we confront is human
and it's dynamic, and knowledge does not in fad perish with

time." Hester said Tuesday in an
Interview with The Associated
Press at the I IS. base in southeast Cuba.
Hester said the military allows
detainees to skip scheduled
interrogation sessions, and as
many as live opt out on a typical day
I or some detainees, getting to
leave their cells is an incentive to
participate, he said Most detainees at Guantanamo uw confined
for up to 22 hours a day.
Those who cooperate have
been allowed to eat sandwiches
from a Subway restaurant on
the base and watch movies and
soccer games in interrogation

rooms, Raster said
lie said abuse during interrogations was not common.
The U.S. says it now holds
about 430 men at Guantanamo
on suspicion of links to alQaidaorthe Taliban.

Poisoned agent's death
declared a homicide
By Judith Ingrain
The Associate:

MOSCOW
Scotland Yard
called the radiation poisoning
offormer Russian intelligence
agent Alexander l.itvinenko a
murdei yesterday, as Russian
and
British investigators

questioned a witness in the
case in MOSCOW.
Two weeks after 1 ilvinenko's
death, the trail of (race
amounts of the radioactive
substance polonium 210 continued lo expand yesterday, as
authorities said they discovered iin\ amounts at a London
soccer stadium and the British
Embassy in Moscow.
[he 43-year-old Utvinenko,
a critic of Russian President
Madimir Putin, died Nov. 23 in
London, where he lived in selfimposed exile.
After his death, a friend read a
statement in which IJIiinenko

called hum "the person responsible" for his deaih. The Kremlin
denied the allegation.
The investigation began even
before the radioactive poison
killed Utvinenko, but until yesterday police had not fbmially
declared the case a homicide.
"Detectives ... have reached
the stage where it is felt appropriate to treat ii as an allegation of
murder," London's Metropolitan
Police said in a statement. "It
is important to stress that we
have reached no conclusions
as to the means employed, the
motive or the identity of those
who might be responsible for Mr.
I itvinenko's death."
Interfax news agency reported
that British and Russian invest!
gators on Tuesday and yesterday
interrogated Dmitry Kovtun.onc
of at leasi two Russian businessmen who met Utvinenko in
London's Millennium Hotel on
Nov I, hours before he fell ill.

Helping hand:
U.N. resolution
protects Somalia
By Edith Ml
The Associated Pwa
UNITED NATIONS — The II X
Security Council yesterday authorized an African force to protect
Somalia's government against
an increasingly powerful Islamic
militia, hoping to aven a broada
regional conflict that could draw
in neighboring countries.
It also lifted an amis embargo
against the country to allow the
force to be equipped.
The U.S.-sponsored resolution
urges the Islamic movement that
has taken control of the capital
and most of southern Somalia in
recent months to stop any further
military expansion and join (lie
govcrnmeni in peace talks.
It also threatens Security
(niincil action against those who
block peace efforts or attempt to
overthrow the government.
flic arms embargo against
Somalia was imposed in 1992, a
year after warlords overthrew die
taint Mohamed Stad Bane and
then turned on one another. \
government was fonned tivi i years
ago with the help of the U.N.. but it
lias struggled to assert itsaulhniili
against the Islamic militants.
Critics of the resolution, including some non-governmental
organizations at ruse the Security
Council of taking side-, in (be clis
pute between the government
and the Islamic movement, which

the U.S. has accused of harboring
al-Oaida suspects

u.s. Ambassador lohn Bolton
said the I foiled Slates, like many
other countries, is concerned
about the deteriorating security situation in Somalia and the
possibility of a wider regional
conflict lie said the regional
force would be "a key element

In preventing conflict."
I here are fears dial Somalia
could become a proxy battleground for Ethiopia and i ritrea,
which fought a border war in
1998-2000.
A confidential U.N. report
obtained recently b\ the AP said
(i.txxi to H.ooo Ethiopian troops
wvw iii Somalia or along the border, supporting the transitional
government
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idwest fans
are a special
breed

FOOTBALL
Time spent in Ohio
helped to shape
Florida's Meyer
While Urban Meyer is
preparing to play Ohio State
for a national championship,
he still remembers his
Buckeye State roots, which
include his time coaching
at Bowling Green State
University. Read more on
page 12.

BRANDON HEISS

*NEWj

IT'S A CELEBRATION: (From led lo right) Ah Mann. Amber Flynn, Carin Home. Megan Thorburn. Whitney Taylor and Liz Honegger take in the victory

OUR CALL

Hoosier-daddy?

On the way up
Manny Ramirez rumors:
How many years [
has he supposedly
wanted out of
Boston? There are

BG forces 21 turnovers, dominates Indiana for 21st consecutive win at Anderson Arena

more scenarios concerning
Man-Ram than the death of
John F. Kennedy Jr.

On the way down
Offers for Barry Bonds:
Doesn't anyone
want this guy?
He is a legend
in his own right-even if he
did cheat. He will probably
break the record in his next
uniform.

The List
With the flurry of free agent
activity going on in Major
League Baseball, The BG
News keeps you updated
with the top five free agent
signings to date:

1. Alfonso Soriano
to Cubs: It's Soriano.
Enough said.

2. Jason Schmidt to
Dodgers: The Dodgers
continually bring in talent...
and continually under
achieve. No one really knows
why, but it will probably
happen again this season

3. Greg Maddux to
Padres: "The Professor"
will try to continue his
illustrious career along side

By Colin WiUon
Assistant Sports Editor

Complete game is a baseball
term, but it would be hard
to find a better phrase to
describe BGSU's performance
last nighi in an 87-47 victory
over Indiana.
Led by Indiana native Liz
Honcgger, the Falcons had the
lloosiers on their heels al the
nine minute mark In the first
half. The score was 17-12 when
llonegger was fouled by Ill's
Carrie Smith on a three point
attempt and made all three
shots. It sparked a 17-2 run and
BG never looked back.
"We really executed well and
our kids were fired up to play
this game," said BCi coach Curt
Miller. "It's not often that you
get to play a Big Ten opponent
and so it meant something
extra special."
Honegger's 17 points all
came in the first half. As the
half was winding down, she
caught fire, hitting four straight
3-pointers.
"I didn't want it to end to be
honest. I was like 'we can keep
going like this, it'd be fine with
me," llonegger said, smiling.
"It's just exciting that we got
up by that much we were able
to play hard in the second half
and come out on top."
The Falcons led 43-19 at the
half, leaving even the most confident of fans in disarray. They
forced 14 Hoosier turnovers in
the first half and hit nine 3pointers in the opening half on
their way to the big lead.
"What a great game, hats off
to our kids — they were ter-

rific start to finish and really
accomplished a lot with the
game plan that we set out,"
Miller said.
Indiana was home to
I lonegger's older sister Rachel
from 1997-2001, but llonegger
was not recruited by the
lloosiers when it came time for
her to enter the college ranks.
Tin kind of a little more
excited when we play Indiana
teams especially HI because
that's where my older sister
played and so it's always fun
to beat I the school! where your
sister went," Honcgger said. "I
wasn't really recruited by any
Indiana schools so it's always
good to do well against Ihcin
On the defensive end, the
game ball could be given to
Megan I horburn. She guarded
Indiana's leading scorer, Nikki
Smith and held her to just nine
points on 2-of-8 shooting.
"I knew she could shoot the
3-ball and she could also drive
so I knew if I could get out on
her and she got around me my
teammates would be there and
take a charge and they did,"
Thorburn said.
As for the matchup between
former colleagues, Indiana
coach Felisha Lcgette-lack was
very congratulatory toward
Miller and enjoyed t he moment
they shared as head coaches.
"Ilt'sl the intensity he and 1
both have about trying to take
lour programs! to another
level. I just want to seize the
moment and say 'wow, we've
come a long way,'" lack said.
BG scored 28 points off 21
See FALCONS: Page 12

GAME NOTES
FANS SHOW SUPPORT:
Nearly 2.000 fans came out lo
watch the Falcons dismantle the
Hoosiers last night at Anderson
Arena
FREE POINTS ANYONE?:
The Falcons scored 28 of their
82 points off turnovers. Indiana
committed a total of 21 turnovers in the game with 14 of
those coming in the first half,

year, andwith their inconsistency
this year, we could definitely see
that again il the) were to square
off against a high-powered

LEADING ALL ALONG:
BG never gave up its lead all
game, while, the team led by as
much as «*0 points late in the
second half

As teams become mathematically eliminated from playoff
contention in the NFL, and the
NBA season slowly encroaches
toward the part of the season
where one can tell whether or
not a team has a legitimate shot
toward the same, fans really
become excited in the potential
of both their football and basketball teams.
Perhaps the reason we expect
so much from our teams is that
the eastern half of the Midwest is
prone to success. I he Ohio State
VS. Mulligan rivalry is considered
the top sports rivalry on many
different charts. The University
Cincinnati, Michigan State
I Iniversityand Indiana University
crank out some of the most phenomenal basketball players the
NBA has ever seen. The Cleveland
Browns, although not in our lifetime, won championship after
championship in the pre-Super
Bowl days. Barry Sanders, Pete
Rose, Reggie Miller and an array
of Flintstones (see Michigan State
basketball) have made our part
of the country a kettle of success.
And come on — the NFL 1 lall of
lame is in the northern part of
our state! losing, thus, should not
be an option.
Unfortunately, the eastern half
of the Midwest is known to be
a letdown. The Bengals choked
land did so relatively quickly) in
the first game of the playoffs last

offense, similar to the Steelers'

BRANDON HEISS
THROW IT DOWN:

.-Honegger

lays it m for one of tier 1? points

List yeai

I lie Pistons could have

easily blown past the Cavaliers
last year, but a new coach anil
team disunity proved otherwise.
Urban Meyer is a genius, and
beating Ohio State isn'l out of the
. ante. And anything involving
(:lc\ eland is tin recent years) usually subject to failure.
Bowling Green, Ohio, was
once in the heart of the Land
ol Champions. Now. Bowling
Green is in the tenter of land of

Frustration and Unruliness,

BRANDON HEISS
LOOKING IN: Kate Achter struggled from the field, but contributed four assists and

Brown fans lop t he list.
If the Browns happen to
win a Super Bowl before the
Armageddon, I'll give them credit. They are, quite possible, the
most loyal fans in any sport in any
state. But whereas they might see
themselves as passionate, the rest
of the world sees the Brownies
as hooligans; under no circumstances is it even remotely acceptable for an event like Bottlegate
(the incident in December 2(101
where Brown fans threw whatever blunt objects they could get
their hands on at players, coach-

four rebounds to help lead the Falcons over Indiana.

See FANS | Page 12

Jake Peavy. We like the
Padres' odds to make the
playoffs again.

4. Mike Piazza to
As: He's finally becoming a
DH. Good - because he was

BG loses Marschall
for four weeks

a terrible catcher. He sure
can hit though, and hell fill in
well for Frank Thomas.

5. Moises Alou to
MetS: If peeing on your
hands is cool, it still won't
go well in New York. Power
hitting and good fielding
might though

By John Turner

IMattl Larson a chance
to start."
Polk, a freshman
ErikMarschall,a6-footcenter, has seen limited
7 sophomore for the BG
action this season for
the Falcons but Dakich
men's basketball team,
will have no choice
will be sidelined for the
but to rely on him to
next four weeks after x- Erik
rays came back positive Marschall
perform in Marschall's
absence.
for a fractured foot.
Out four
The injury occurred
"1 kick myself every
late in the first half weeks with a time I don't play IPolkl."
of BG's 81-72 victory fractured foot Dakich said, "1 may
start him just to make
of Arkansas State on
Monday. At the time he left sure I play him."
Even before the injury to
the game, Marschall had 14
points for the Falcons on 6- Marschall, Dakich was under
some pressure back home to
of-8 shooting.
Marschall's return should find minutes for Polk.
"My son and daughter are
coincide with the start of the
Mid-American Conference like, 'you've got to play Otis,'"
season, which begins one Dakich said." When it reaches
month from today at Anderson the dinner table then you've
got lo take it serious."
Arena against Buffalo.
I.aison, also a freshman
"The kid was playing so
well," said BG coach Dan center, is another player the
Dakich. "Looking at it as a posSee MARSCHALL | Page 12
itive, it gives Otis |Polk| and
Sports Editor

LJ

James goes for double-double in win
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press ■

CLEVELAND — The Toronto
Raptors had two choices: Double
team LeBron lames or defend him
one on one.
Neither worked.
lames scored 26 points, added
10 assists and provided everything Cleveland needed in
the final minutes, rallying the
Cavaliers to a 95-91 win over
Toronto yesterday night.
With Cleveland trailing 84-77,
James dished out three assists
— two for consecutive 3-pointers
— grabbed a rebound and scored
five points, two on a thundering
dunk, during a 13-0 burst to put the
Cavs ahead by four.
"When you got a guy like LeBron
you really don't sweat it," said rookie Daniel Gibson, who finished With
18 points and five rebounds, and
contained T.I. Ford in his first NBA
start. "You know that moment is
going to come."
After Chris Bosh scored and Fred
lones made a 3-pointer to bring
Toronto within one with 39.6 secSee CAVS | Page 12

MARK DUNCAN

AP PHOTO

TO THE RACK: Cleveland Cavaliers' Daniel Gibson, left, shoots inside Toronto
Raptors Rasho Nesterovic (12). Iiom Slovenia
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FANS
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From Page 11
es and officials) 10 happen. ITie
behavior is inexcusable, and Id be
embarrassed lo be a Browns fan.
Our two neighboring slates are
no more innocent. The Racers/
Pistonsbrawlwasjustasdisgusting.
Whether the involved parties were
Pistons fans or facers fan is irrelevant — the now infamous Nov.
19 brawl reminded the world that
Midwestern fans are semi-barbaric. Although the athletes involved
are no saints and deserved their
consequences, watching fans literally instigate and throw punches
made the nation cringe. What can
you say afterwards em the fans'
behalf? Once again, we've proven
that Midwestern fans lack any
sense and that no city hi Indiana,
Michigan or Ohio deserve professional sports teams.
College fans are no better.
When Ohio Slate upset Michigan
a couple of years back, Columbus
turned their city upside down,
They destroyed goal posts, flipped
cars over and, almost literally, set
the center of the Buckeye nation
on fire. I can't say that I'm a
Michigan fan, but on that day. I'd
much rather have been a fan of the
blue and maize than the scarlet
and gray.
I have a theory.
In part, our unmliness stems
from the fact that Cleveland is
legitimately cursed. In part, our
unruliness stems from the fact
that our part of the country was
the notorious stomping grounds
for role models like Bob Muggins
and Bobby Knight. In part, our
unruliness stems from the fact
that Sanders got up one da) and
left overnight, leaving Detroit
hopeless and scared. There are a
lot of other excuses I could bring
forward — the current state of our
local fandom is embarrassing.
The last thing we need is for our
boisterous behavior to resemble
that of European soccer. Things
don't have to be tliis way, but it's
going to have to be a joint effort
between leagues, federations,
conferences and associations to
clean the public relations disaster
we Midwestemers have left them.
The image we're leaving with the
rest (ii the country reminds me of
Angelina lolie's character in "(iirl.
Interrupted": dark, unstable and
relatively unlikable.
Sportsmanlike conduct should
be heralded both on and oft the
team. I imagine, though, that if
things get too much worse, we
might see a midnight move by an
owner to a place where peopleknow how to use common sense.

Again.

FALCONS
From
Indiana
turnovers
whileIndiana scored just seven
points off BG's 11.
The win is an important one
in school history, to bring a Big
Ten to Anderson Arena and beat
them by 35 is significant.
"It's just a special night for
our program and how far we've
come in six years," Miller said.
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IN THE PAST: Former Bowling Green head coach Urban Meyer celebrates alter a lootball game against Missouri. Sept 14.2002
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SUDOKO
To play:Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no

By John Sacwcr and Rusty
Millar

"the death run," said Ryan

guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

The Associated Press

Wingrove, a defensive lineman
on Meyer's first team.
Meyer had the entire team
running sprints and doing
push ops and sii ups before
dawn.
"lie was telling us what he
thought of US the whole lime."
Wingrove said with a laugh.
"What he said was true and it
winked out."
Before the first game,
a dozen players left the
team. The Falcons finished that first season ll-.'l
and Meyer was named the
Mid-American Conference's
coach ni the year.
The
following
season.
Bowling Green won nine
games and broke into the Top
UT> nationally.

When Urban Meyer leads
Florida against Ohio State in
the national championship
game, the game will match the
. nation's top two teams.
It will also pit Meyer's past
against his present,
"You walk into my home now
and there's a picture of Woody
Hayes. There is a big one. too,
Meyer said, i don't want to tell
you I genuflect in front of it.
but darn close. That's the way
I was raised."
Born, reared and educated in Ohio. Meyer now finds
himself trying to destroy the
championship dreams of the
top-ranked
Buckeyes,
his
favorite team as a kid, and one
he helped coach while in college.
In 1986, Ohio State head
coach l.arle Bruce hired
Meyer as a graduate assistant.
Something about the- enthusiastic, intelligent kid caught
his eye.
He was a very knowledge
able football guy and very conscientious about what he did
and how he did it." Bruce said.
"I found out he was one hell of
a lootball coach."

Meyer arrived in Columbus
having been steeped in Ohio
State's traditions, legendary
games and performers. Ikspent two years as a graduate assistant, and picked up a
master's at Ohio State.
"It's real special," said Meyer.
"I love Ohio State.''
After he was abruptly fired
by Ohio state in 1987, Bruce
became the head coach at
Colorado State in 1990. He
never forgot about the bright
young assistant and hired
him to coach receivers. Meyer
had spent two years coaching at Illinois State, waiting
for the call.
"lie could have been any

LET'S HAVE A CHAT: former Bowling
Green head coach Urban Meyer talks with
Cole Magner (15) during a game against
Miarn, Meyer was born, raised, educated.
played and worked in Ohio
thing. He was,i great recruiter,
he knew the game of football,
he taught the game on the
field, he was knowledgeable
about how to call plays." said
Bruce, now retired from coach
ing and a football analyst for a
Columbus radio station.
\iiei fiveyearswith Bruceal
Colorado state. Meyer moved
over in Notre Dame where he
coached wide receivers from
1996-2000.
Bow liii); ( ,II-I-II had an openingfora head coach in 2001 and
ahimni were asking around for
quality candidates.
"I said. There's only one. Go
get him. He's at Notre Dame,"
Bruce said. "And the) went and
got him."
Meyer took over Bowling
Green in 2001 alter seven
straight losing seasons, and
told his new players that
their first priority was going
to class.
I hey didn't get the message and what followed was

"Hehadanimmenseimpact,
and lie was there for only two
years." Wingrove said.
Meyer changed the entire
culture surrounding Bowling
Green's football program, lie
visited the campus dormitories in encourage students to
attend the games and challenged the boosters to gel
more involved.
"I've never inel a guy who
paid more attention to ever)
small detail." said lini Dunn.
a member of Bowling Green's
booster group,
"lie made
things happen."'
After Howling Green came
another successful two years
at Utah before Meyer was pre
sented with two jobs
Notre
Dame or Florida. After much
deliberation, he look the latter, going 22-2 in two seasons
including a perfect 12-0 mark
Linda No. i ranking in the final
poll in 2004.
I wo years later and 21
wins in 25 games, he's got
the Gators in the national
championship game, against
LI team from his pasi.
"Ohio's LI great place, man,"
Meyer said. "It's all about the
Buckeyes."
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PRIZESUDOKUM
lames said. "We needed a guy
to step up and show si nne poise
and he did."
MarsliLilladded IMpoiiilsand
flic Snow 12 for Cleveland.
Bosh andAnthony Parker had
III apiece and rookie Andrea
Bargnani II for the Raptors,
who had control and an 84-7T
lead with 5:13 to go.
I hats
when
lames
took over, accounting for
Hi straight points as the
Cavaliers stormed back.
He first passed lo Damon

CAVS
From Page 11
onds left, lames drove the lane
and fed Donvell Marshall for
a 3 to make it 93-89 with 17.9
seconds remaining.
By pushing the hall into the
lane, lames forced* the Raptors
to collapse iheir defense,
which allowed him lo find
wide open teammates.
"It's pick your poison.''
Marshall said.
And lames made the
Raptors p.i\.

lonesand Marshall for3s.Thea
he drove Into the lane to draw
help and passed underneath to
Anderson Varcjao for an easy
lav up to give Cleveland an 8584 lead with 3:43 left.
On Cleveland's next trip,
lames drove baseline for a
dunk, dropped a free throw 32
seconds later and scored on
another lavin to make it 90-84
with 2:09 left.
That's why he's mentioned
for league M vi',' Toronto coach
Sam Mitchell said. "It's either
him driving through the lane
or getting it to other guys and
them hilt ing contested shots."
The Raptors went cold from
the floor and 3:04 without a
point before Bosh scored and
Fred lones hit a 3-pointer to pull
them within 90-89. But lames
found Marshall for Cleveland's
llllh 3. and Gibson helped put it
away at (he line.

"Iwastakingwhatwasthere,"
lames said. There aren't loo
many defenses thai can force
me to do anything. They doubled inc. they downed me and
did what they wauled and I just

took advantage of it"
Ford'sbasketcutitto93-91bui
Gibson made two Iree throws
with I I.I seconds left to help
seal it lor the (lavs, who turned
up theii defensive intensity late
alter allowing the Raptors too
many easy baskets.
As he walked back to
Cleveland's bench, Gibson,
a second-round pick, was
hugged by lames, who is gaining more confidence in his
young teammate.
"I told him early in the sea
son that he's going to be a good
guard in this league, anil Ins
going to be good lor our team."

MARSCHALL
From Page II
team will he counting on for
quality minutes off the bench.
Although he impressed early, a
two-week battle with pneumonia set him behind before the
season started.

1

While the falcons lost oneplayer, they will soon gain
a not her when UNC -Wilmington
transfer Nate Miller becomes eligible to play. Miller's first game
back to the court and Falcons
debut will be the Dec. 19 game
against North Colorado, furthering the team's inside presence.

SU ICE ARENA
Skate Shop Sale

a

Shop Now through December 23!
Falcon Hockey Apparel
ree BG puck /every $20.00 purchas
T-Shirts, Sweat Shirts, Hats
Xdidas Apparel, FleeceA/Vindbreaker
Everything 10% off!
Pint Glasses
Hockey Monopoly, Zamboni toys
Jockey Sticks, Miniature Hockey Sticks
Figure Skating Apparel
Clearance Items
^B
and more
5U Faculty t Staff recen

(419)352-0164
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Onions probable culprit
in Taco Bell sicknesses
By Angela Delli Santi
The Associated Press

CINDY YAM»NAK»

GOING FOR A WALK:
i fiines that walk along side Meltssa Rigg. 17. ol Irvine. California, are preoccupied with the boarding ''hoo
emus in Reedtey. California. October 28.2006. The Academy of the Sieiias is the nations fust weight-loss boarding school

SOUTH PLAINPIELD, N.J. —
Taco Bell ordered scallions
removed from its 5.800 U.S.
restaurants yesterday alter
tests suggested they mav he
responsible for the E. cob
outbreak that has sickened
at leasl three do/en people
in three stales
I he fast-food chain said preliminary testing by an aide
pendent lab found three sain
pies of green onions appeared
to have a dangerous strain of
the bacteria.
"In an abundance of caution,
we've decided to pull all green
onions from our restaurants
until we know conclusively
whethei they an- the i ause
ol the E, coll outbreak," said

Greg Creed, president of Irvine,

Boarding school focuses on
academics and weiqht loss
By Blythe Bcrnhard

III I Dll.Y. Calif.
Over breaklast of Cheerios and skim milk
Melissa Riggs and her friends
debate the value of their chewable chocolate vitamins \i ! i
calories and a gram of fat, are
thej really worth it?
I hi' conversation shifts to
whether the lemonade needs
more sugar substitute and other
creative ways to make their food
taste better.
"You guys, last nlghi I put
cottage cheese in m> spaghel
ti!" one girl says iii ,i chorus ol
groans it tasted like lasagna,
I swear!'
Such talk is c ommon at the
Aiad.'im ni the Sierras, the
nation's first weight-loss boarding school, It's the temporary
home tu tit) boys and tiirls who
wage a battle against excess
pounds and the pain that put
them then'.
Students like Melissa, IT.
move in the sparser] populai
ed farmland outside Fresno to

" Sometimes I'm
really not motivated,

the dust) mads sut rounding the
school. "Sometimes I'm really
not motivated, and I don't want
togel up.... Hy the end ol the day,

and I don't want to
get up.... By the end
of the day. I'm glad I
didn't sleep in."

I'm glad 1 didn't sleep in."

be isolated from theit families,
friends and unhealthy triggers.
I he) keep track ol eai h bite, all
olujiiih total around l,3O0calo
riesand less than 12 grams ol fat
each da)
In IS weeks, Melissa lias lost
54 pounds. At 213, she wants
Ki lose 71) mure pounds, she
plans tn slav through lanuaiN
and then finish her senior
year at Woodbridge High in
In ine, Calif.
"I want to gel healthy, and I'm
working really hard.' Melissa
saj s alter netting up at 6:45 a.m.

for the daily two-mile walk on

With one in five American
teenagers considered over
weight, a glowing segment of
the $50 billion weight-loss
industry is focused on childhood obeslt) While there are
dozens of thciapculic boarding

schools for behavior problems,
the academy is the first devoted
to weight loss.
Students must be at least 30
pounds overweight, but most
carry an extra 50 to lot) pounds.
The academy costs $5,800 a
month. I hat's about $500 pet
pound lost each month at the
school by the average student,
based on the school's weight
loss statistics.
Students take classes in nutrition, (unking and Illness plus
typical high school subjects.
I hey exercise about three hours
a da) and receive at least lour

( alii, based Taco Hell.

The company would not
immediately identity the sup
plier of the scallions, so it was
unclear whether contaminated green onions reached olltet
restaurants or supermarkets.
fainted green onions from
Mexico were blamed for a 2003
outbreak of hepatitis A in western Pennsylvania that was also
traced to a Mexican restaurant.
lour people died and more
than (100 people were sickened

By Leslie Van Wassenhove

hue or lalse: At birth, the

female brain is more mature
than the male brain,
According to neuropsychiatrist l.ouaiin Bri/endine. it's
true: A girl has a literal head
stall over members ol I he
opposite sex. In fact, her nog
giinvilldeveloplasterthanlliat

ot a bo) in one to two years,
alter eating the green on ion-..i
aChi-Chi's.
California is the nation'slargest supplier Ol green onions.

but by December, as wintet
sets in, the vegetable is often

Imported from Mexico.
The laco Hell chain, a
subsidiary of Yum! Brands
Inc., reopened resiaurants
linked to the outbreak on
New York's bong Island aftet
the outlets were sanitized.
A laco Bell in New leisey
remained closed yesterday
for cleanup. I\V0 oilier laco

Hells in New leisey thai were
implicated never dosed.
In

Trenton, Nidhi

Irikha

stopped In an unaffected laco
Bell for a quick lunch yesterda)
that included a chicken queSee OUTBREAK I Page 14

Cleveland woman recipient o
groundbreaking ankle surgery
CLEVELAND (AIM
■ A
woman in pain from arthritis received the nation's first
ankle replacement Implant

I he d( \ ice is smaller than
traditional ankle replacement implants and requires
a smaller incision, according

using ,i new device thai was
designed with the help of the
surgeon who treated her.

loDonley,
MacFarland,
who
has
received replacements for
liolh hips and both knees
because ol arthritis, said
before the procedure thai
she hoped it would allow her
more mobility and reduce
her pain. She has been walk
ingwith a cane.

Beverly Mad arland, 55, of
Warren, had the procedure
yesterday at the Cleveland
Clinic under the direction of
Dr. Brian Doiiley. a consultant

with the romier company thai
makes the device.

Girls more
mature than
boys at birth

as I (r. Bri/endine explains in
"The Female Brain" (Morgan

Road Books, 3
This Is just the fits) ol many
differences she describes thai
stem from the structure and
development of the male and
female minds. Dr. Hri/endine
traces the neurohormonal
disparities between
men
and women trom conception

through post-menopause,
offering evidence on why
women ma) perceive and
react to situations differently
than do men.

QUIZ
How brain-savvy are you? Test
how much of
The Female Brain you know:
1. Men have more brain cells than
womei
2. Women have more neurons
than men in the brain centers for
language.
3. Dunng the three months alter
birth, girls' skills in eye contact
increase by more than 400 percent, while boys' skills do not
increase at all.
4. Women can't develop the desire
to have a child just by holding
someone else's baby.
5. Pregnancy causes a woman's
brain to grow.
6. Women tend to value a man's
appearance over his matenal
resources and social status.
7. Hugging, especially for women,
releases neuicchemicals that can
increase trust in the hugger.
8 Breast-feeding can make
women absent-minded.
BRAIN | Page 14

SCHOOL | Page 14

Practice.
It's a show stopper. And a career starter.

A Starbucks
Holiday
Don't forget Starbucks for all your holiday shopping needs.
Remember that all food and beverages can be purchased with
"Flex Funds." B!G Charge and BG1 Bucks can be used for
ANY purchase in Starbucks.

>
At Temple, we provide students with hands-on opportunities to learn.
Whether you're a student ol tourism, hospitality, sport or recreation management, you'll
learn by doing We place 100% of our students in hard-to-get internships, externships,
or jobs So when you graduate you'll be ready to get on the field And stand out within
it as well.
To learn more, call 215-204-3103 or visit us at www.templc.edu/sthm/colleges
loin us for one ol our upcoming events at Main Campus, Room 412, 1700 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia, PA
Information Sessions
Noon or 5 p m
December 13
March 12
February 19
April 9

Prospective Graduate Student Forum
2 p m.-4pm.
January S

tjjTjfl School nf Tourism
and Hospitality Management
mm i
Starbucks and the Starbucks Logo are registered trademarks of Starbucks IIS i.,
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From Page 11
i". and officials] to happen. I he
behavior is Inexcusable; and I'd be
embarrassed to be a Browns fan.
Our (wo neighboring stales are
no more innocent the Pacers
PistonsbrawlwasjustasdJsgusrJng.
Whether the involved parties were
Pistons fans or Pacers fan is irrelevant — the now infamous \o\.
19 brawl reminded the world thai
Midwestern fans are semi-barbaric Uthough the athletes involved
are no sums and deserved their
consequences, watching bns literally instigate and throw punches
made the nation cringe. What can
you s.i\ afterwards on the tans'
behalf? Once again, we've proven
that Midwestern fans lack any
sense and that no dry in Indiana.
Michigan ot Ohio deserve professional sports teams.
College fans are no better.
When I >l■ i• > Male upset Michigan
a couple ot years back, t blumbus
lumt'd their city upside down.
They destroyed goal posts. Hipped
cars over and. almost literally, set
the center ol the Buckeye radon
on fire. I cant say that tin a
Michigan tan. hut on that day, I'd
muchrathet have been a fan of the
blue and maize than the Mallei
and gray
I have a theory
In |>art. our unniliness stems
from the lad thai Cleveland is
lcgitiiuatclv cursed In pail, out
unniliness stems from the fact
that our pan ot the country was
the notorious stomping grounds
lor role models like Bob Hoggins
and Bobb) Knight. In pan. our
unniliness steins from the lac i
ill,it Sanders got up one day and
left overnight leaving Detroit
hopeless and scared, rfien
lot ol other excuses I could bring
forward
the current state of our
local random is embarrassing
Tlielasi thing we need is fot out
boisterous benavioi to resemble
that ot European soccer, I hings
don't have to he this way. hut it's
going to liave to lie a joint ellon
between leagues, federations,
conferences ami associations to
dean the public relations disaster
we Midwestemers have lefl them,
Hie image we're leaving with the
rest ot the country reminds me of
Angelina lolies character in "Girl,
Interrupted": dark, unstable and
relative)) unlikable
Sportsmanlike conduct should
lie heralded both on and utt the
team. I imagine, though, thai it
tilings gel 100 lllllill worse we
might see .i midnight movebj an
ownei lo a place where people
know how to use common sense
Again.

FALCONS

8

Indiana
turnovers
while
Indiana scored just seven
points oil lit is II,
The win is an important one
in school hisioi\. in bring a Hig
len to Anderson \rena and heat
them In 35 is significant.
"It's jllsl a special night lol
our program and how far we've
come in six years," Millet said,
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Meyer won't forget Ohio roots

To play: Complete the grid
so tliat every row. column
very 3x3 box contain'.
the digits 1 to 9.There is no

By John Seewer and Rusty
Mill.r

When Urban Meyet leads
I lorida against Ohio State in
the national championship
game, the game will match I he
nation's lop two teams.
ii will also pit Meyer's past
against his present
"You walk into my home now
and there's a picture ol Woody
Hayes, I here is a big one, loo,"
\le\ei said. "I don't want lo tell
von I genuflect in from ol ii.
hut darn close, I hat's the way
I was raised."
Morn, realed and educated in Ohio. Meyer now find*
himself trying to destrov, the
championship dreams ol the
nip i,inked
Buckeyes,
his
favorite team as a kid. and one
he helped coach while in col

LETS HAVE A CHAT

lege.
In IHHi,. Ohio State head
coach
I aile Bruce lined
Meyet as ,i graduate assistant
Something about the enthusiastic, intelligent kid caught
his eye.
I le was ,i veiv knowledge
able football guy and verj con
scientious about what he did
and how he did it," Bruce said.
"I found out he was one hell ol
a football coach."
Meyer arrived in Columbus
having been steeped in Ohm
Mate's traditions, legendary
games mid performers, lie
spent iwo years as a graduate assistant, and pii ked up a
master's at Ohio state.

"It's real special," said Meyer.

From Page 11

9

I line Ohio Slate."
\liei he was abruptly fired
by Ohio Slate in 1987, Bruce
became the head coach at
Colorado State in 1990. lie
nevei forgot about the bright
young assistant and hired
himtocoach ret elvers. Meyei
had spent two years coaching al Illinois Slate, waiting
for I he call.
He could have been any-

■

thing. He was a great rci ruiter,
he knew lite game ol loolball.
he taught the game on the
field, he was knowledgeable
about how m call plays," said
Bt in e. now retired from coai h
me, .mil a football analyst fot a
t oluiiibiis radio station.
\iiei live years w iib iti in eal
i olorado state. Meyer moved
OVet In \ulre Dame where he
coached wide receivers from
1996 2000,
Bowling (ireen had an open
mgioi a head coach in 2001 and
alumni were asking around fot
quality candidates.
I said, I here's only one. tin
get him. I le's ai Notre Dame,"
Bruce said, "Andthey went and
got him.
Meyer look over Howling
Green in 2001 after seven
straight losing seasons, and
told his new players that
their lirst priority was going
to class
I hej didn't gel the mes
sage and whal followed was

"the death run," said liyan
Wingrove, a defensive lineman
on Meyer's first team.
Meyet had the entire team
running sprints and doing
push ups ,iu,| -II ups before
dawn.
"He was telling us what he
thought ol us the whole lime.'
Wingrove said with a laugh.
"What he said was tine and it
win ked out.''
Before the liisi game.
a do/en players lefl the
team.
I he I ah nils fin
ished thai firsi season 8 I
and \le\ei was named the
Mid-American t Conference's
coach ol ihe vear.
I he
following
season,
Howling Green won nine
games and broke into the lop
.' i nationally.
I lehadanimmenseimpact,
and he was there fot only two
years," Wingrovesaid.
Meyet changed the entire
culture surrounding Bowling
Green's loothall program, I le
\ isiled the campus doi inito
i ic - lo encourage students lo
attend the games and chal
longed the boosters to get
more involved,
I've never met a guy who
paid more attention to every
small detail," said I iin Dunn,
a membei ol Howling Green's
booslei group. "He made
things happen.
\flet Howling Green came
anothet -uccesstul two years
ai Utah before Meyet was pre
sented with two jobs
Notre
I lame in I loiida. \flet much
deliberation, he look the lai
ter, going 22-2 in two seasons
including a perfeel I.' u mark
anda No. 4 ranking in the final
poll in 2004.
Iwo years latei and 21
w ills in 25 games, he's gol
the Gators in I hi- national
championship game-, against
a team bom his past.
"Ohio's a great place man.'
Meyet said, "it'sall about the
Buckeyes."

guessing or math involved.
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SUDOKU
CAVS
htoill r
Olldslcfl, lames dune the lane
and led Donyell Marshall loi
i make it Mi -It!) with 17.9
seconds remaining
liv pushing the ball into ihe
lane, lames forcetfihe Raptors
io collapse ibeii defense,
whit h allowed him lo find
wide open teammates
"It's pick your poison,"
Marshall said.
\nd lames
made
Ihe
Raptors pay.
"Iwastakingwhatvvaslhere,"
lames said. I here .mill loo
mam defenses thai can lone
me lo do anything. I hey clou
bled me. the\ clow ned me and
did what they wanted and I just
look advantage ol it."
I ord'sbasken utittoS i 91 but
Gibson made iwo free throws
with Il.l seconds lefl lo help
seal it for diet avs, who turned
up their defensive intensity late
atlei allowing the Raptors loo
mail) cas\ baskols
\s be walked back lo
t lew-land's bench, Gibson,
a second loiincl pick, was
hugged In lames, who is gaining more confidence in his
young teammate.
I told him earij in the sea
son thai lies going to be a good
guard ill this league, and he's
going lo be good loi our team,

MARSCHALL
From Page 11
team will he counting on lor
quality minutes oil ihe bench.
Mihoiigh he impressed early,a
iwo week battle with pneumo
nia sei him behind before the
season stalled.

lames said. "We needed a gu)
to step up and show some poise
and he did."
Marshalladded l9poin|sand
I lie Snow II? loi t lev eland.
Hosli.u id \ in horn I'arkei had
lit apiece and rookie \nclrea
Bargnani 11 fot die Raptors,
who had control and an
lead with 5:13 to go.
I hat s
w hen
lames
took inn. ai (canning foi
In straight points as the
t avaliers stormed back.
He first passed lo Damon
lonesaiul Marshall for 3s, I hen.
he dune into the lane lo draw
help and passed underneath lo
\nderson Varejao for an easy
layup to give Cleveland an 8584 lead with 3:43 left.
iin Cleveland's nest nip.
lames dime baseline lol a
dunk, chopped a free throw 32
seconds latei and scored on
anothet layin to make it 90-84
with 2:09 left.
I hat's why he's mentioned
for league MVP," fbrontocoach
Sam Mile hell said. "It's eillni
him driving llnougli die lane
or gelling it lo other guys and
them hitting contested shuts.
I he Raptors went cold from
ihe floor and :t:()l without a
point before Bosh scored and
Fred Jones hit a :t pointer to pull
them within 90-89. lint lames
found Marshall for Cleveland's
luih::. and t lilison helped put it
awayal the line.

Ubile the Falcons lost one
player, they will soon gain
another when IINC-Wilmington
transfei Nate Miller becomes eligible to plav. Miller's first game
back to the court and I alcons
debut will be die Dec. 19 game
against North Colorado, furthei
ing the team's inside presence.

B^SU ICE ARENA
Skate Shop Sale

NO RUSH!!
We start LEASING for the 07' b 08' school year
on January 16,2007
We are holding YOUR Apartment at
University Village or University Courts
One block south of Wooster
Heat and (able included

f Z
8 S
Z I
L 9
6 8

ft
Shop Now through December 23!
Falcon Hockey Apparel
Free BG puck/every $20.00 purchas
T-Shirts, Sweat Shirts, Hats
Adidas Apparel, FleeceAA/indbreakers
Everything 10% off!
Pint Glasses
Hockey Monopoly, Zamboni toys
Hockey Sticks, Miniature Hockey Sticks
Figure Skating Apparel
Clearance Items
and more
BCSU Faculty & Staff receive an additional 10%

Dont forget to STOP IN and SHOP
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Onions probable culprit
in Taco Bell sicknesses
By Angtla D.lh Santi

Girls more
mature than
sat birth
By Leslie Van Wassenhove

CINDY YAMMUKA

GOING FOR A WALK:

Boarding school focuses on
academics and weight loss
By Blytho Bcrnh.ird

Kl I III I V, ' alif.
Ihci break
last ol ( hccrins .mil skim milk.
Mclissi
llll I ilin ill then cltCM
able • lin. olate vitamins
calorics and a gram ol fi
I In- i onvcrsalion --I■ '
whctltci tin- lemonade
morcsiigat substitute and othei

" Sometimes I'm
really not motivated.
and I don't want to
get up.... By the end
of the day. I'm glad I
didn't sleep in."

I'IC.lllw

I niliis
"You gti) s, lasl night I pul
ii ii' ul

Sin h talk i- i illinium ,11 lln
nation

hi loss hoard

i icmpnrun
lo HO bo\s ,ind girls who
pounds .mi! the pain dial pul
lliem lllrir.
Sludeuls like Vli
move
.ipul.ii
riiland oulsidc I resno lo

friends and imheal
I he\ keep inn k ol
of which totalaroum
riesand lesslhan 1
cull il.i\
In I 5 weeks Melissa has losl
II pounds \i l\ :. she ttanls
in lose
Is. She
plans ■
igh liiin.ii\
aiul then finish her senior
i iVoodhrid
lr\ ine I
illhy. and I in

t\ roads surrounding the
Sometimes I'm rcall)
i. .mil I don't warn
H\ I he end ol I he day,
I'm glad I didn't sleep in."
With one in five \merii an
onsidered
overweigh), .i growing segment ol
i lion weight loss
I on childhood obesity. While there are
ol iherapeutii boarding
schools i.H hehavioi problems,
is the first devoted
111 lllss.
school.

Student' must be ,u Ii
:
pound
ii Inn most
n extra 50 lo Inn pounds.
I he
month. I h.ii s about $500 pet
pound losi each month at the
school I" till
mlenl.
based on the school's weightloss statistics
sin.
,.es ill mini
i
i ooking and fitness plus
high school subjects.
I he\ IM II ise .ilium three hours

SOU III PLAINI III Ii VI
i.II ii Hell ordered si allions
removed from its 5.800 U.S.
restaurants yesterdaj aftet
tests suggested the) ma) be
responsible foi the I
i oli
outbreak that has sickened
.ii least three do/.en people
in three states,
I he i.isi food chain said pie
liminar) testing In .in inde
pendent lab found three samples ol green onions appeared
to have a dangerous strain ol
the bat teria.
"hianahimd.tiK i-oti atltion,
we've decided to pull all green
onions from out restaurants
until we know conclusivel)
whethet the) are the cause
ol die I., coli outbreak said
(iregl iced, president ol Irvine
( alif.-based Taco Bell.
I he compan) would not
immediately identify the sup
plier ol the scallions, so ii was
uncleai whethet contaminal
ed green onions readied othei
restaurants or supcrmarl
Tainted green onions from
Mexico were blamed foi a 200;
outbreak of hepatitis \ in west
ern Pennsylvania that was also
traced to a Mexican restati
I inn people died and more
than BOO people were sit kencd

true or false: At birth, die
female brain is more mature
ii..MI the male brain.

:

atiiigthegreenon
i aliforniaisthen
esi suppliei ill green onions.
Hal Ii
.miei
seis III. the vegetable iimported from Mexii n
I he I.;.II Hell ill,
snli .idiat. "I "i urn! Bn
Im .. reopened restaui
linked tu
ung Island
the tiutlets wen saniti/ed.
\ I.KII Hell ill New
remained ilosed yesterday
toi cleanup, I wo othei
Bells in Ne« lerscv. that wen
implii aled nexei i losed
In Irenton, N'idhi Ii
slopped In an unafl
Hell tin a i|iii( k Iniu 11 yesl
that h

nisi l ouann liri/endim
has a literal head
members ol die
i ill sex In tail, hei IIIIJJ
iII dial
id) h\ one lo two
> explains in
I. i;i.nn
Morgan
I his is jusi the lirst ol mam
,i di s, nlies dial
stem from die strut lure and
devcli
Ii and
Bri/endine
iiliniinoiial
veen
men
and women from conception
ilniii,

win
rentl)
than do men.
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OUTBREAK

Cleveland woman recipient o
groundbreaking ankle surgery

I )0 per■

■

111 \ 11 \\n

\PI

\

woman in pain from .nil.n
iis received die nation's liisi
ankle replacement implant
ii-sinj; a new de\ ice dial was
designed with the help ol the
surgeon who treated hei
Beverl) Mai I arland
Warren, had die procedure
yesterda) al the i leveland
i linic nnilei the direction ol
Dr. Brian Don lev.a consultant
wiih die liuniei i ompan) that
makes the device.

i he IIIAII e i- smallet than
traditional ankle rep
mem implants and requires
a smallet nn ision
In 1 loii lev.
Mai
both hips ami linih I
before the proi edure that
she hoped ii wou
mobilit) and ii
hei pain, she lias been walk
in}; w nh a cane.

BRAIN

al least four
says .ilii i getting up .ii (i: 13a.m.
loi ihi
mile walk on

SCHOOL

Practice.

A Starbucks
Holiday

It's a show stopper. Ami a career starter.

Don't forget Starbucks for all your holiday shopping needs.
Remember that all food and beverages can be purchased with
"Flex Funds." B!G Charge and BG1 Bucks can be used for
ANy purchase in Starbucks.

At Temple, we provide students with hands-on opportunities to learn.
Whether you're a student ol tourism, hospitality, spoit or recreation management, you'll
learn by doing We place 100% of our students in hard-to-get internships, extern il
or jobs So when you graduate you'll be ready to get on the field And stand out within
it as well.
To learn more, call 215-204-3103 oi visit us al www.temple.edu/sthm/colleges
Join us for one of our upcoming events at Main Campus. Room 412, 1700 N Bioad St,
Philadelphia, PA
Information Sessions
Noon or b p m
December 13
March 12
February 19
April 9

Prospective Graduate Student Forum
2 p m.-4 p m
January 5

igraJ School of Tourism

EH and 1 lospitallt) Man igement
TPMri' i Ntvi K'<m ■

Starbucks and the Starbucks Logo are registered trademarks of Starbucks US Brands, LLC
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OUTBREAK

From Page 15

From Page 13

hours a week ol nulisiilu.il
and group therapy. The average stay is nine months.
"Is this a safer version ol
the real world? Absolutely,"
says the School's executive director, Phil Obbard,
who previously worked fol
Slim-rast and has a history
degree from Yale University.
'Weight loss is thai catalyst for behavioral change
and emotional growth We
couldn't do what we do if
it weren't in this enclosed.

safe environment."
Not everyone Is sine that
temporarily placing kids in
artificial surroundings can
work in the long run.
The Child Welfare League
ol tmerica and the American
Psyi hological Association
have asked lot a federal
studs, of therapeutic hoarding schools' methods and
effectiveness. Rep. George
Miller. D-Calif., introduced
legislation in April that calls
foi tighter oversight of the
schools nationwide.
Dr.
Dan Cooper,
a
University ol i alifornia,
Irvine pediatrician who
treats obesity, agrees thai
programs can succeed by

controlling physical activity
and diet.
Hill Cooper, who is ssoik
Ing on a childhood obesity
study ssith the National
Institutes of Health, s.iss
the bigger challenge comes
from outside influences such
as family dynamics, lack of
exercise options and fastfood marketing.

sadilla and a hean ch.ilupa
Inn
PJO green onions. Afiei hearing
about the outbreak, she said she
ss,is som she ale.
I know last food is always
unhealthy, hut it's quick and
cheap." she said. "God, I hope
i m <>k."
But
the last-food
chain
closed nine outlets in suburban
Philadelphia after health ollic ials
reported four people falling ill
In mi I coli.
McLane Co,, which distributes
food to the region's Pace Hells,
said federal Investigators planned
lo test green onions, regular
onions, c ilantro, tomatoes and
lettuce from its southern New
jcrses warehouse.
Vuthorities also planned
10 look ai .1 nearby facility ol
a produce processor, Heads
I'.u Produce, which handles

\<>\. 29, so the danger ol Infection
appears to base passed
I., coli is found in the I'm", ol
humans and livestock. Most E.
coll infections are associated with
undercooked meat. The bacteria
also can he found on sprouts or
leafy vegetables such as spinach The genns can be spread by
people if they do not thoroughly
ssasli iheii hand- altel using the

bathroom.
I., coli, or I'scheiichia coli, is a

common and ordinarily harmless
bacteria, but certain strains can

cause abdominal cramps, fever,
Hair for sale
Cicatrix
Right to use
Compass point
Adhesive strip
Papeete's location
Start ot Evan Esar quote
Window treatment
Passed gossip
Total
Whimsical
Part 2 of quote
Amateurish painting
Paul Anka's". Beso"
Appendage
Tours summers
Yellow or Black
Radio, TV, etc.
Parl 3 of quote
England's
Downs
Ottoman Empire official
Pravda's news agcy.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.maeccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

"O sole
Idaho hrs.
Actor Epps
Part 4 of quote
Actor Novarro
French farewell
Lead astray
Ship's financial officer
End of quote
Injury showing discoloration
Punta del
Mortar trough
Nicaraguan nap
Capone's nemesis
NATO cousin

Subleaser wanted tor Spr & or Smr
semesters. 5 bdrm. house, across
Irom campus. $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL1
1/2 Off First Month's Rent"
Ivywood Apartments
419-352-7691 EHO
'some restrictions apply

House avail, immed. 3 bdrm . 2 bath
cenlral air. washer dryer hook-up.
fenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.

THE HUGEWORLO PROJECT"!
Fri. Dec 8. 21.
Nate S Wally's Fishbowl
149 E. Wooster. BG. OH
Listen @www hugeworloproject com

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations' Best
deals guaranteed' Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel com or
call 1 -800-648-4849 Great group
discounts

Services Offered

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Sanderson Stables

From Only $485!

A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning, Training. Workbooks,
S Educ. Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100. 200 S 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

Contact us at 419-655-2253 or
www.sandersonstables.com
mto@sandersonstables.com

FREE HEAT

1

N

-"ersonals

t

H ores.

D-

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
HOME OF THE WORLD FAMOUS
STUFFED BREAKSTICKS

352-9638

419-353-7715

Wanted

HIGHLAND

2 br duplex. Private Parking &
Palio. Clean. Quiet, Close.
$540/mo -. util. 419-352-1104

1301 Washington Si Bowling Green

4 BR. HOUSES
ON WOOSTER ST.
419-352-1104.

419-354-6036
The HighlandsGraduate Housing.
One bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building.
A/C, Quiet!
Jay-Mar Apts.
Quiet housing. Remodeled,
laundry facilities in building,
A/C, Gas heat. Call
354-6036 for a showing.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing.
One and two bedroom, A/C,
on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction,
dishwashers, skylights,
vaulted ceilings. 354-6036
Additional Sites
to Choose from:
Liberty Street, Summit Hill

A tree months rent. Subleaser want
ed lor Spring Semester 2 bedroom
house S220.mo .util 419409 '763
Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse.
Spiral Stairs. Vaulted Ceilings.
Garage, OWash, A/C. 419-352-1104
Need Subleaser ASAP
lor The Enclave
Call Megan 440-781-4263
Subleaser lor Spring Semester '07.
Close to campus. $200 mo.
Contact Kyle 937-726-3380.
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-delivery available
Henri: Ham - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery llam-9ptn Monday - Saturday

PASfA & SUBS

Subleaser needed lor Spring 2007.
$200 month. For more into call

Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.literentals.com ^^^

630-544-1249
Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
Construction Sales. Fortune 200
company seeking sales professional
Competitive compensation. Background in construction a plus. Paid
vacation, holidays 401K benefits &
more. Dec. grads welcome. Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries. 25581 Fort Meigs Rd . Suite A
Perrysburg OH 43551.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
Established Public Relations turn
seeks lo lill ENTRY LEVEL position
Oualilied candidates will have interest in PR Communications and be
self-starter. Duties will Include registering people to vote lor. or against,
state alcohol sales issue. $10/hr. includes additional performance bonus. Call 866-666-6995.
Part-time childcare needed in our
Perrysburg home, lor infant and toddler. Tues./Fri. 7:30-5:30. experience a references required. Call
419-810-0019

For Sale
1990 Camry DX. 4 cyl.. 5 speed.
many new pans. Runs Great! $900.
419-352-3036

For Rent
"'Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 mo.
1 & 2 bdrm. Apts/House between
campus S DnTown low as $399 mo.
cartyrentals.com or 419-353-0325.

Available August 15. 2007.
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E Reed. 3 bdrm. hse. $1000 mo
606 5th St. 3 bdrm hse. $800 mo.
819 N Summit, 2 bdrm hse $400 mo
443 N Enterprise. 3 bd apt. $550 mo
112 Ridge 1 & 2 bdrm apt $350 mo
CALL 419-686-4651
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
WD. A/C. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet incld in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu

.

Highland Management
1 S 2 bedroom
Lease for 07' - 08' School Year
Oflice Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior. Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas tireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown

419-308-2456
3 bdrm. house, AC, 1/2 yr. lease
avail. Jan. thru May 418 N Prospect. $850 * util 330-225-6461.
3 bdrm., 1 bath, laundry room.
All appliances New carpel.
422 N Prospect. 419-392-4969.
3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St.
Call 419-308-9905
1 bdrm. apt., prime location downtown BG. Quiet, secure, available
before Christmas. 419-352-1584.
ask lor Kirk.
1 bdrm. house on 7th St. Flex, lease
No util. Avail. Jan. 1st $420 month.
419-287-4337

House lor rent 07-08 4 bdrm t I 2
balh. big deck, a mile Irom campus.
More lor into, call: 419-305-5987.
Houses/Apts lor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Olliceopen 10 - 2 M - F
Quiet tenants preferred
Lrg 1 bdrm apt 234 I 2 S College
lock from campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.
Male has 2 furn. rooms tor rent, w
freedom of house. $225 ea. $100
dep. 419-354-6117.
Need Subleaser lor Jan 1st or before. 1 block from campus. $287
per month. Call: 513-256-4247.
Retired teacher & protessor will
share house with graduate student
or other protessor. 5 bdrm., 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld. partial util. Call after 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523
Roommate needed ASAP. 1 bdrm.
$400. mcl all utils. Clean. Close to
Campus. W/DS dwr 419-565-2545
Roommates Needed.
$300

419-353-5100.
Semester Leases Available
Call lor details
BG Village. 419352-6335
SEVERAL HOUSES AVAILABLE
FALL 2007
Some zoned for 5.
3 - 5 bedroom houses
Call lor details
419-353-0326 or
419-308-1191
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm apts.
have iots ol style lor a price that is
simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time oiler.
Charing Cross 419352-0590

1 subleaser needed for Spring
2007 Heinz Site. $262 per mo. Call
740-361-1670 for more information.

Subleaser Needed ASAP.
University Courts January, paid
Call Devon 419-494-4916.

"leasing NOW 07-08 S.Y. Houses.
Apts. Eft. Rms. Some. 1 sem leases
canyrentals.com or 419-353-0325.

2 bdrm apt. on 4th Street
$490 a month * util. Avail. Jan. 07.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.

1 bdrm House. Mary St., Haskins.
OH. 10 mins Irom BG. $400 * utils.
$400 deposit. Call: 419-308-1249.

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 S 3 bedroom apis, available.
For more into call 419-354-9740.

Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. WD. AC. One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D. off-street parking
Close to BGSU. One 2 bdrm. apt.
oft street pkg Close to BGSU All
avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-265-1061 (cell).

FREE small coffee with BGSU Student ID!
must hrinji student II)

•
•Our special blend coffees and tea packs make
perfect holiday gifts!

HIGHLAND

■Fresh pastries, tarts, delicious coffees & leas
-Quiet place to relax and study

MANAGEMENT

V
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1432 E. Wooster, BG

We'll take (are olyou. Best price,
well maintained, privacy and
deodbolt security, large apartments
24-hr. maintenance.

»"H.lil!hii>hliindmun!t.cnm
hiuiiLiiiii a wenetorf

B

a

(419) 352-4663

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers/hosts/hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee
Located in Suffolk Square.

£}
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46
47
50
52
55
59
60
61
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

56
57
58
60
61
62
63
65

#1 Spring Break Webaltel Low prices guaranteed Group discounts lor
6. Book 20 people, get 3 free trips'
www.3piingBreakPiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202.

MANAGEMENT

HeinzsiteApts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Beedtooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

1
4
8
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
28
30
31
32
35
37
39
43
44
45

Eager
Highland cap
Meadowsweet
Deadlock
Sharp ridges
Desert greenery
Guiding spirit in
Roman myth
Much in Mazatlan
Lorena of the LPGA
Requisites
Fast jets, for short
"Nova"' network
Tell's canton
Regret bitterly
Function

For Rent

apartments

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only IS minute walk to campus!

36
38
40

ACROSS

bloody diarrhea, kidney failure,
blindness, paralysis and death.

41
42
48
49
51
53
'54

For Rent

Classified Ads • <19-37? 6977

VARSITY SQUARE

FindlayPikeApts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for I Vehicle
Starting at S475/mo - Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

24
25
26
27
29
32
33
34

Strange
Extrapolate
Arrive at
Stanley Kowalskl's cry
Jack or joker
Simian
Pine sap
Turns at the plate
Report in, in a way
Red pepper pod
One for the Germans
Part of PST
Bro's counterpart
Remains loyal
"Bill . . the Science
Guy"
Help on a heist
Gymnast Comanea
Breakfast side
Accumulate
Naval letters
Watery swelling
Lukewarm
News correspondent
David
I've got it!
Erik ot "CHiPs"
Indelicate

Wanted

How did you score?

•
•
•
•
•

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdim Apis, or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrml
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22

«

Travel

ANSWERS

On selected floor plans

Call 353 5800or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

i+*

brought to you by
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From Page 13

City Events

Renting for
2007/2008

The Daily Crossword Fix

I. False; women have just as
many brain cells, but they are
packed more tightly into their
smaller skulls.
2 True; as a result, women are
naturally more talkative than men.
using approximately 20.000 words
per day compared with the 7.000
uttered by their male counterparts.
3. True; girls are not exposed lo the
testosterone surge in utero that
shrinks the neurological centers for
communication, observation and
processing of emotion in boys, so
girls are better equipped from birth

BRAIN

Catering

Management Inc.

A Heads I'ac spokesman did not
immediately return calls.
Nine people remained hospitalized, including an 11 year-old
boy in stable condition with kidney damage. New lerseyS health
commissioner has said the most
recent cased E.coU was reported

lo develop skills that use those
parts of the brain.
4. False; infants produce pheromones that cause the female brain
to produce oxytocin, a hormone
that can create that desire,
b. False; the brain shrinks in the
last three months of pregnancy but
returns to normal by six months
after a woman gives bidh.
6. False; in a study of 10,000 individuals in 37 countries, women in
every culture looked for social and
hnancial independence more than
visual appeal in a mate
7. True; after a hug lasting at
least 20 seconds, the brain produces oxytocin that turns on the
trust response and dulls more
critical judgment.
8. True; breast-feeding can extend
and intensify the mental fogginess
that many women experience after
giving birth.

Holiday

1419 353 2277 \

lettuce, tomatoes, onions and
othci ingredients fbrlaco Bell.

Thursday. December 7.200614

Mnaa Bum Stun
134 I.Wooiltr'-IH 352 9160
pjpiji

•OPEN EARLY UNTII.I

